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There is a need to move from today’s disruptive food production systems towards more 

degenerative agricultural practices. Simultaneously, a worryingly increasing amount of 

greenhouse gases in the atmosphere incites governments to seek solutions for mitigating the 

global CO2 burden. Carbon sequestration in agricultural soils is proposed as one of such 

promising solutions. Despite opposing views on the potential for increased soil carbon to 

mitigate global warming, the benefits of organic carbon presence in soil and the need for 

reliable methods for its quantification are widely acknowledged. This thesis provides an 

overview of some of the innovatory soil carbon measurement techniques as an alternative to 

labours and expensive traditional approaches and assess the role of Artificial Intelligence in 

their development. This study consists of both literature review and qualitative research. 

 

The results obtained from the interviews show that novel techniques used to estimate organic 

carbon content in agricultural soils, such as satellite multispectral and remote sensing 

hyperspectral imaging, are closely associated with the use of Artificial Intelligence 

algorithms for real-time decision-making and post-measurement data processing. Private 

companies are actively utilising Artificial Intelligence for more advanced understanding and 

monitoring of soil health, whereas environmental organisations involved in soil carbon-

related projects only begin to explore these new state-of-art methods. Although their 

awareness of the latest Artificial Intelligence solutions is somewhat limited, there is a 

common understanding of when it can be particularly useful. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

 

Global sustainability can be summarised and described by the 17 Sustainable Development 

Goals (SDGs) proposed and adopted by all United Nations Member States in 2015. Among 

those SDGs priorities, the role of sustainable agriculture is clearly devoted as one of the main 

facilitators for protecting, restoring, and promoting sustainable use of terrestrial ecosystems 

(Goal 15), ensuring sustainable consumption and production patterns (Goal 12), as well as 

one of the enablers to end hunger, achieve food security and improve nutrition (Goal 2). 

(United Nations, 2015.) Kanter et al. (2018, 74) emphasise that a resilient and thriving 

agricultural sector determines success in reaching the SDGs, positively contributes to the 

world’s economy and forms a healthier symbiosis of human–nature interactions.  

 

Unfortunately, today’s agriculture can hardly be considered sustainable. As the human 

population is projected to grow and reach 9,8 billion by 2050, the need for food is expectedly 

increasing and is estimated to grow by 60–70% over the next 30 years (Macarthur 2019, 6). 

Since the Green Revolution, we have developed advanced techniques and machinery that 

allow us to cultivate and harvest large quantities of food on a fewer number of farms to 

satisfy the needs of the rapidly increasing population. However, such an approach neglects 

the condition of arable ecosystems and entails drastic implications. Kopittke et al. (2019) 

describe that in addition to occupying one third of the world’s land surface, modern 

agriculture is widely recognised as responsible for land degradation due to monocropping, 

land use change, overuse of chemicals and hence loss of genetic diversity. Excessive 

application of artificial fertilisers results in contamination, erosion, acidification, and 

salinisation of soil. This deterioration in soil quality poses a risk to future soil fertility around 

the world and promises an inability to provide humanity with sufficient nutrient-rich food in 

the future. 

 

When it comes to the profitability and financial sustainability of the agricultural sector, one 

may assume that an increase in agricultural production is followed by growth of profitability. 

This assumption, however, is not accurate. Being a USD 2,4 trillion industry worldwide 

(Rolnick et al. 2019, 31), the agricultural sector in the EU alone is highly dependent on 

public financing. (European Commission 2010, 2.) Surprisingly, nearly 40% of the EU’s 
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budget is allocated to the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) (Pe’er & Lakner 2020, 173), 

while in 2019, agriculture contributes to only 1,3% of the EU’s GDP (European 

Commission, 2021). Niemi and Väre (2019, 63) analysed that for example in Finland alone, 

agricultural subsidies accounted for one third (32,3%) of the farm gross return, which is the 

highest number among EU-28 members in the period of 2014–2020, followed only by 

Luxemburg with 23,4%. Despite such high support, profit among entrepreneurs in the 

agricultural sector was negative at EUR -0,97 billion in 2017, which consequently indicates 

that the income from sales and subsidies has not been sufficient to cover the production costs 

(Niemi & Väre 2019, 53). 

 

Scown et al. (2020, 242) reviewed a newly introduced EU’s 2021–2027 Common 

Agricultural Policy (CAP) and identified conflicting aspects between its objectives and 

practical outcomes. First, it was revealed that the policy favours the wealthiest farming areas 

within the EU with the fewest farm jobs created and do not support poorer regions or smaller 

green farms. Basically, this means that payments are based on the size of the managed 

farmland and not on the needs of a farmer. Such unequal distribution may incite individual 

farmers to concentrate on enlarging the farming area or sell it to bigger enterprises to operate, 

instead of focusing on the development of local sustainable agriculture. Niemi & Väre (2019, 

46) pay attention to the fact that since 1995, the number of Finnish farms has decreased by 

half, i.e., more than 46 thousand farms end their existence in the past two decades. 

Simultaneously, there is an observed trend which shows that with the decreasing number of 

farms, there is an increase of the average size of farms, while the size of farms that apply for 

agricultural subsidies has grown twice from 23 hectares to 46 hectares. Another finding 

presented by Scown, et. al (2020, 242) explains how the distribution of the CAP payments 

do not require any evidence of benefits offered to the environment and thus contribution to 

sustainability within agricultural sector. More than that, it was found that considerable 

payments intended for facilitating the development of rural areas are, in fact, go to urban 

regions instead. The findings show that although the CAP has recently undergone alterations, 

there is no clear evidence that the policy would be part of a green recovery from the pandemic 

or support further implementation of SDGs in the EU.  
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After what has been introduced above, one should not forget that in addition to playing an 

essential role in providing nutrition of all living creatures including humans, soils hold the 

potential to offer an important environmental service of capturing carbon dioxide and storing 

it in the form of soil organic carbon (SOC) as the main component soil organic matter 

(SOM). The decreasing SOC content in agricultural soils is threating the sustainability of 

soil cultivation (Žížala et al., 2019). As widely accepted, excessive CO2 in the atmosphere 

contributes to a greenhouse effect, which, in turn, leads to rapid global warming. In 2015, 

196 parties signed the Paris Agreement aimed at collaboratively working towards reducing 

greenhouse gas emissions thereby keeping the increase of global average temperature below 

2°C (UNFCCC 2021). Two-thirds of the total increase in atmospheric CO2 comes from 

burning fossil fuels, and the rest appears due to the loss of SOC as a result of terrestrial 

change due to deforestation and converting land for food production (Ontl & Schulte 2012, 

6). Nevertheless, although rapid release of soil carbon into the atmosphere has contributed 

to elevated levels of CO2, some researchers argue there is a prominent opportunity to bring 

at least a portion of this carbon back to its roots through carbon sequestration on farmlands. 

 

Carbon sequestration is a natural ability of soils to capture and store atmospheric carbon, 

which can be either disrupted or facilitated by anthropogenic activities, including agriculture. 

Restoring and balancing the carbon flow through soil carbon sequestration on agricultural 

lands has become a widely and actively discussed topic, since when managed responsibly, 

farmlands are able to produce food in a sustainable and in some cases regenerative way. In 

addition to removing excess carbon from the atmosphere, efficient carbon sequestration on-

site benefits to farmers in terms of increased SOC content that improves nitrogen retention, 

increased microbial biodiversity, and mitigates soil erosion. This, in turn, results in healthier 

soils and crops and therefore in better yields (Pimentel et al. 2005, 577–579). As stated in 

The European Green Deal (European Commission 2019, 4), the EU aims to become carbon-

neutral by 2050. Understanding the value of both providing nutrition while mitigating the 

carbon burden proposed by agricultural lands, it should become clear why sustainability 

agriculture should be one of the priorities established by the EU’s CAP. 
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1.1 Background 

 

With an increasing concern of impacts of agriculture on the environment and looking for 

opportunities to mitigate such impacts through carbon sequestration, knowing the size of soil 

carbon pool and its potential to become a carbon sink is therefore of a great interest (Minasny 

et al. 2013, 2). In order to improve carbon sequestration by agricultural soils, there is a need 

for reliable measurement and monitoring methods. The challenge, however, is that SOC 

stock is not easy to measure and carbon flow is not easy to track. One of the aspects that 

makes conducting of measurements of SOC stocks especially challenging is the high spatial 

variability and heterogeneity in SOC in soil, as well as biogeochemical properties associated 

with different soil and vegetation types, climate, land use and land management (FAO 2019, 

9). According to Paustian (2019, 570–71), there is a great difficulty in applying direct 

measurements as a method for obtaining both reliable and cost-effective data on soil carbon 

stock changes since the effect of carbon sequestration only become visible after a longer 

period of time. In addition, traditional methods for SOC estimations are laborious and time-

consuming.  

 

From the above, it is clear that there is a need to create efficient, time-based sampling 

methods, as well as to develop an efficient approach to data processing and management. In 

an ideal scenario, a more rational tactic would be to alleviate farmers' dependency on 

government funding and to reallocate the budget intended for compensation payments 

towards investment in the development of modern agrotechnological solutions and in 

supporting farmers in the practical application of such solutions for environmentally and 

economically sound agriculture. However, this is rather a more complex issue with multiple 

variables that requires a more planned transition. Nevertheless, agricultural technologies are 

rapidly developing, and more and more innovatory techniques for monitoring crop and soil 

health are introduced each year, e.g., satellite observations and remote sensing based on 

multispectral and hyperspectral imaging. Such sophisticated techniques are able to obtain 

enormous amount of data covering a large spatial area of agricultural land. At the same time, 

“the ever-growing amount of data available for field management makes necessary the 

implementation of some type of automatic process to extract operational information from 

bulk data” (Saiz-Rubio & Rovira-Más 2020). To enable smarter decision-making for 
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farmland management, the data needs to be processed considering many other relevant 

variables.  

 

To understand the connection between various data inputs and to create patterns, provide 

estimation and generate possible scenarios, Artificial Intelligence has gained a tremendous 

attention in the recent years as one of the prominent enables of a profound and efficient data 

analysis, and the number of publications and citations associated with the use of Artificial 

Intelligence and Machine Learning in the agricultural context and carbon soil measurements 

have been increasing accordingly (see Table 1). 

 

Table 1. Comparison of the number of publications and citations related to Artificial Intelligence and Machine 

Learning in agrotechnology between the years 2010 and 2021 (Dimensions 2021).  

Keyword search 

Publications Citations 

2010 2020 2010 2020 

Artificial Intelligence and Agriculture 4403 33403 54663 316356 

Machine Learning and SOC 9692 79800 211516 1493425 

Machine Learning and Remote Sensing 5864  47550  73256  692906 

Machine Learning and Hyperspectral Imaging 562 7956 6852 131002 

 

The idea of Artificial Intelligence has been around for several decades, but it has rapidly 

evolved over the past few years and encompasses a wide range of applications from retail to 

space, whereas more and more businesses are integrating ML solutions into their daily 

processes. The Ellen MacArthur Foundation, known for being one of the pioneers in 

establishing an extensive network for promoting Circular Economy principles, has studied 

the role of Artificial Intelligence as a prominent driving force for implementation of CE 

practices. According to the foundation, AI helps to optimise supply chains and improves 

traceability, reduce food waste, improving product design (Macarthur 2019, 9).  

 

In 2017, AI doubled the volume of investments received from VC firms compared to 2016, 

with total of USD 12 billion (Mou 2019, 3–4). It is estimated that AI will contribute with 

https://app.dimensions.ai/discover/publication?search_mode=content&search_text=Machine%20Learning%20and%20Hyperspectral%20Imaging&search_type=kws&search_field=full_search&viz-st:aggr=total&and_facet_year=2010
https://app.dimensions.ai/discover/publication?search_mode=content&search_text=Machine%20Learning%20and%20Hyperspectral%20Imaging&search_type=kws&search_field=full_search&viz-st:aggr=total&and_facet_year=2020
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extra USD 13 trillion to the global economy in the next 10 years (Macarthur 2019, 33). Grand 

View Research (2019) provides an estimation that the global market size of Artificial 

Intelligence will experience the compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 25,4% between 

2019–2025. What distinguishes Artificial Intelligence from other different types of data 

analysis is its ability to mimic characteristics inherent in a human-being such as cognitive 

thinking and reasoning. In addition, it is also capable to self-learning based on previously 

gained experience and improving when receiving more data. By compiling relevant data that 

consists of text, numeric, visual, and audio media, AI recognises patterns and creates 

predictions and various scenarios, as well as generate recommendations. (Macarthur 2019, 

9.) Farmers are provided with an opportunity to use a data-driven software powered by AI 

to operate farmlands and measure soil health in a more efficient and less resource-intensive 

manner (Macarthur 2019, 19). This is especially relevant in the efforts to increase carbon 

sequestration with agricultural lands, when reliable and accurate data is the key to 

understanding the changes happening withing an ecosystem.  

 

1.2 Objective 

 

There has been an increasing number of academic publications reviewing the advantage of 

Artificial Intelligence in the context of environmental sustainability and investigating 

modern advancements in soil carbon stock estimations and crop health tracking. The aim of 

this study is to give an outlook of the modern applications of Artificial Intelligence and in 

particular its applicability in the context of SOC measurements in agricultural land and 

ultimately its contribution to the development of more regenerative agriculture and carbon 

farming.  

 

Firstly, this work aims to review and summarise the existing soil carbon measurements 

techniques in connection with AI-powered solutions described by researchers around the 

world. The second goal of this thesis is to obtain first-hand information on the practical 

application of such solutions from private companies and different environmental 

organisations interested in the development of more sustainable and regenerative agricultural 

practices. Subsequently, this this will answer the following research questions: 
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Research question  

What are the current methods for measuring soil organic carbon and 

what is their contribution to soil carbon sequestration? 

Objective 

• To determine the challenges associated with quantifying organic 

carbon in agricultural soils for successful carbon sequestration. 

• To learn about innovative methods for measuring and estimating 

the amount of organic carbon in soil, as well as the extent to 

which they are applied in practice. 

Research question 

What is the role of Artificial Intelligence in developing/enhancing the 

methodology of soil carbon measurements? 

Objective 

• To identify ways in which Artificial Intelligence can facilitate the 

process of measuring and assessing soil organic carbon on 

agricultural land. 

• To obtain first-hand information on the availability of 

commercialised, practical AI solutions for soil organic carbon 

quantification offered by private companies, and to evaluate the 

degree of awareness of those solutions among environmental 

organisations involved in the promotion of regenerative 

agricultural practices and carbon farming.  

 

1.3 Research structure 

 

This thesis comprises a theoretical framework and an empirical study to answer the research 

questions. The literature review section consists of two major chapters. The first chapter 

describes the principles of regenerative agriculture, explains the importance of soil carbon, 

and evaluates soil carbon sequestration potential. The chapter also collects the most relevant 

data on soil carbon quantification approaches: the challenges associated with traditional 

approaches, as well as state-of-art measurement techniques that seek to improve or replace 
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them. The second chapter introduces to the development of Artificial Intelligence, briefly 

describes its modern applications, and explores its role in facilitating modern soil carbon 

measurements techniques. The chapter assess the usefulness and practicality of AI solutions 

based on the available research paper and publicly available information shared by private 

companies working in the space of agrotechnology. Literature review is followed by a 

qualitative research section that provide an analysis of the data obtained through a set of 

conducted semi-structured interviews. A detailed research methodology is described later in 

Chapter 4. 
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2 REGENERATIVE AGRICULTURE 

 

Nowadays, agriculture plays an essential role for human survival. Thanks to a constant food 

supply for the population, we are able to gain energy needed to supply labour to industries 

thus supporting the economic sector. Half of habitable land on Earth is occupied for 

agricultural needs, 77% and 23% of which is allocated for livestock and crops, respectively. 

According to Sanderman et al. (2017, 1), worldwide 50 million km2 of soils are currently 

being managed for food, fibre, and livestock production. 

  

 

Figure 1. Global land use (adapted from Ritchie 2019). 

 

Since the Agricultural Revolution 12 thousand years ago, development of agriculture has 

undoubtedly contributed to the rapid development of humankind, yet such ubiquitous 

alterations in natural landscapes have led to damaging disruptions to ecosystems and 

depletion of fertile earth. Once pristine, natural landscapes have been transformed into 

agricultural lands in order to satisfy constantly global growing food demand required to 

supply a rapidly increasing human population. Destruction and negative alteration of natural 

habitat is the price we pay for our development: by intensively exploiting land and depleting 
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soils now, we are jeopardising our own ability to feed in the future. According to FAO and 

ITPS (2015), 33% of global land is moderately to highly degraded due to the erosion, 

salinisation, compaction, acidification, and chemical pollution of soils. In addition, 

agriculture, forestry, and land use together are the second largest contributor of the world’s 

greenhouse gas emissions. With the total 46 billion tonnes of global GHG emissions, the 

agricultural sector altogether accounted for 18,4% of that number in 2016 (Ritchie and 

Roser, 2020). This is due to deforestation, soil tillage and use or artificial fertilisers that 

release nitrous oxide that is 300 times more potent than CO2. Nevertheless, CO2 causes 

around 20% of Earth’s greenhouse effect (Riebeek 2011). Furtehrmore, nutrient imbalances 

caused by modern agricultural practices forced us to use more artificial fertilising. Enormous 

amounts of energy are required to synthesise those fertilisers, as high as 2% of global energy 

consumption (Rolnick et al. 2019, 31). 

 

 

Figure 2. Global greenhouse gas emissions by sector (adapted from Ritchie 2020). 
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Nevertheless, despite the negative side of human intervention, our technological 

development at the same time allows us to create more elaborated techniques that can help 

make food production not only productive and efficient, but if not solving the global climate 

problem, then at least mitigate the harm that had been posed earlier by the agricultural sector. 

FAO (2018a) suggests that many counties are changing their perception of agriculture and 

moving from the ‘enemy of the environment’ to recognition that making a transition towards 

more sustainable food systems will allow to produce more food while providing more socio-

economic benefits and reducing the negative impact of natural ecosystems. Such an 

optimistic transition is claimed to be possible by applying practices of sustainable 

agriculture, regenerative agriculture, and, specifically, carbon farming. 

 

In order to give a proper definition for each agricultural approach, it should be first 

determined that today’s food production can hardly be called sustainable. Rather, current 

agricultural practices considered degenerative due to drastic negative impacts it has on the 

environment. Growing food exploits natural resources without returning a favour. Moreover, 

Macarthur (2019, 8) gives a ratio according to which today, “every USD 1 spent on food, 

society pays USD 2 of economic, social, and environmental costs”. In accordance with 

Nesme (2015), Kopittke (2019), Hagelberg et al. (2020), and Giller et al. (2021), the 

following list represents the characteristics that define modern farming and the challenges 

associated with such characteristics: 

• monoculture → soil degradation and erosion 

• erosion → loss of nutrients and reduced water storage 

• intensive tillage → loss of soil fertility, soil organic matter and thus carbon stocks 

and, especially in the topsoil layer 

• livestock and croplands separation → nutrient imbalances 

• land, water use and deforestation → loss of biodiversity and acceleration of the 

sixth mass extinction of wildlife 

• yield plateaus → while increasing population and food demand 

• over-application of fertilisers → soil acidification, eutrophication 

• over-irrigation → soil salinisation 
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Giller et al. (2021) argue that on the contrast to degenerative factors of agriculture, the term 

‘regenerative agriculture’ has been brough up and actively promoted for the past 5 years by 

the general public, non-governmental organisations and large food companies. Meanwhile 

between these two polar terms, there is place for sustainable agriculture, which is seen as an 

improvement to degenerative agriculture but is still inferior to regenerative agriculture. 

Although some methods implemented in regenerative agriculture are considered 

‘sustainable’, the key difference between sustainable agriculture and regenerative agriculture 

is that sustainable agriculture focuses on restoring and maintaining, while regenerative 

agriculture aims at restoration, maintenance and continuous improvement of the agricultural 

food systems, which implies the provision of additional services and benefits, such as climate 

change mitigation. Gomiero et al. (2011, 13) recalls that practices like agroecology, 

precision agriculture and organic agriculture were discussed under the same concept of 

‘sustainable intensification’, where food production rates are increasing while the 

environmental impacts are simultaneously decreasing. This way, regenerative agriculture 

can be seen as a subsequent, intensified phase of sustainable agriculture, and thereby, one 

may determine three simplified states of food production (Figure 1): 

I. Degenerative – degrades and does not restore. 

II. Sustainable – restores and maintains. 

III. Regenerative – restores, maintains, and enhances. 

 

 

Figure 3. Three states of food production (adapted from Hagelberg et al. 2020). 

 

In the regenerative state, an ecosystem is recovered from severe disturbance. Both Hagelberg 

et al. (2020) and Giller et al. (2021) bring up a though that regenerative agriculture can be 

defined in many ways and include and mean various practices. Giller et al. (2021) collect 
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and summarise definitions given on regenerative agriculture. With the combination for those, 

the following generalising definition can be given: a holistic approach to food production 

aimed at restoration, maintenance, and enhancement of natural ecosystems such as water and 

carbon cycles, in order to enable long-term health of the planet, economic prosperity, and 

well-being of people. Macarthur (2019, 18) sees regenerative food production as a circular 

system, where we improve the environmental health rather than degrade it, with accessibility 

of healthy and nutritious food. In addition, the main challenges that are most often addressed 

by regenerative agriculture are restoration of soil health, the storage of carbon from the 

atmosphere in the soil for climate change mitigation and reversal of biodiversity loss. 

Agricultural practices are considered regenerative if they give back to the soil while creating 

and maintaining a positive cycle within the farming practice. Some of such regenerative 

practices include: 

 

• crop and livestock rotation 

• crop residue retention 

• cover cropping 

• reduced tillage  

 

According to Giller et al. (2021), regenerative agriculture can be seen almost identical to the 

agroecology. The term ‘agroecology’, which defined as a synergetic approach to food 

production that applies ecological concepts and principles aimed at optimising interactions 

between plants, animals, people and the environment (FAO 2018a), has remained less 

popular than other terms over the past 50 years (Figure 4). At the same time, regenerative 

agriculture was the least popular among other concepts until 2018, when it started to occur 

in books, news and on the internet more and more frequently.  
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Figure 4. The frequency of key terms in books in English 1970–2019 (Giller et al. 2021). 

 

Giller et al. (2021) rise concerns that the term of regenerative agriculture can only bring 

additional confusion, while distracting the discussion from bigger issues. A framed, clearer 

definitions provide a better understanding of what requirements are needed to satisfy certain 

criteria. For example, farms must follow a certain set of requirements in order to get certified 

as organic. At the same time, Hagelberg et al. (2020) argues that strict definitions limit the 

number of farmers who could fit such definitions. As opposed to the Giller et al. (2021), in 

this thesis, agroecology and regenerative agriculture are not considered two identical 

concepts that pull attention from one to another. Instead, agroecology is perceived as study 

of a relationship between terrestrial food systems and ecological processes, while 

regenerative agriculture is seen as a set of practices for restoring and further improving the 

food systems with the greatest emphasis on soil health, soil biodiversity and carbon farming.  

 

2.1 The carbon cycle 

 

In order to slow down the rise in global temperature and to reduce the amount of CO2 in the 

atmosphere, it is essential to understands how carbon behaves in nature and how it is affected 
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by both natural and anthropogenic activities. Such activities affect the way carbon is cycling 

within the system and where and how much of carbon is captured and stored. Globally, 

carbon cycle is as viewed as a series of reservoirs of carbon on Earth which are connected 

by exchange fluxes of carbon (Ciais et al. 2013, 470). Earth’s crust consists of the majority 

of carbon in its inorganic carbon of carbonate rock, while the majority of organic carbon is 

stored in the form of fossil carbon which makes up essential fossil fuels like oil, coal, and 

natural gas. It is estimated that in total, 65500 billion metric tonnes of carbon stored in rocks, 

with the rest stored in the ocean, atmosphere, plants, soil, and fossil fuels. Without human 

intervention, the carbon in fossil fuels would slowly enter the atmosphere. However, due to 

mining, extraction and burning fossil fuels, once rested in the bowels of the earth carbon is 

artificially released thus largely increasing the amount of CO2 in the air, what makes it the 

largest anthropogenic carbon flux. Since the Industrial Revolution, human population has 

almost doubled the amount of CO2 in the atmosphere and there is more carbon in the 

atmosphere than at any time in the past two million years (NASA 2021). Since 1950, global 

anthropogenic CO2 emissions have increased from 5 billion to 36 billion tonnes annually in 

2019 (Ritchie & Roser 2021).  

 

According to The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), the carbon cycle is 

divided into two different but interacting domains: the slow domain and the fast domain. The 

slow domain is characterised by storage of large amount of carbon in rocks and sediments 

in the bottom of the ocean. The fast domain is composed of carbon in the atmosphere, the 

ocean, surface ocean sediments and on land in vegetation, soils, and freshwater. The fast 

domain is characterised by large carbon exchange fluxes mainly linked to anthropogenic 

activities. Compared to slow domain where carbon store turnover time of the reservoirs is 

more than ten thousand years, the fast domain has a relatively rapid turnover with a range of 

a few years for the land vegetation (1-100 years) and soil (10-500 years) and to decades and 

millennia for various domains in the ocean (Ciais et al. 2013, 544). Volcanic eruptions, 

erosion and chemical weathering are the primal path for natural carbon exchange fluxes 

between two domains. However, the exchange rate is less than 0,30 PgC per year, which is 

so small it is considered constant (Ciais et al. 2013, 470). This ability of Earth to store most 

of its carbon deep underneath the ground does not let all carbon to escape in the atmosphere 

thereby stabilising the temperature of the planet.  
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The terms ‘carbon sink’ and ‘carbon pool’ or are sometimes used interchangeably. However, 

it is important to make distinguishment between these two concepts: 

• A process that absorbs and stores carbon for an unspecified period of time, thereby 

decreasing the concentration of CO2 in the atmosphere is defined as ‘carbon sink’ 

and can be both natural and artificial, i.e., man-made. Carbon sinks are the opposite 

of ‘carbon sources’, which give up more carbon than they trap. For example, forests 

can be either carbon sinks while grey grow or carbon sources when they are 

harvested. Globally, the two most important carbon sinks are vegetation and the 

ocean. The quantity of carbon captured in a carbon sink or pool over a specific time 

is defined by ‘carbon stock’.  

 

• A system or reservoir that has an ability to either uptake or release carbon is referred 

as ‘carbon pool’. Any carbon pool can become a carbon sink if more carbon is 

accumulated than released over a specific period of time. There are four major carbon 

pools on Earth: the ocean, land, Earth's crust, and atmosphere. The transfer of carbon 

from one carbon pool to another is called ’carbon flux’. For scaling the global carbon 

cycle, carbon pools are measured in PgC, whereas carbon fluxes are presented in 

PgC/year. To measure and scale the global carbon cycle, a gigatonne of carbon (1 

GtC) and a petagram of carbon (1 PgC) are used. One gigatonne or one petagram is 

equal to one billion metric tonnes and therefore are used interchangeably. For easier 

text and figures readability, every number is converted and presented in PgC.  

 

On-ground plant biomass stores about 450–650 PgC of organic matter. Riebeek (2011) 

explains that plants have absorbed about 25% of the CO2 emitted by humans into the 

atmosphere. Carbon fertilisation explains why with the increased amount of atmospheric 

carbon, the growth of plants consequently increases. As there is more CO2 in the atmosphere, 

there is more carbon to be converted by plants during photosynthesis to build up their mass. 

It was predicted that increasing concentration of carbon in the atmosphere by half, plants can 

grow by 12–76%. However, there are other important factors that affect plants growth, and 

in reality, the growth is limited by water availability, sunlight, other vital nutrients such as 
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nitrogen. Evidence suggests that CO2 increases plant growth until a limit in the amount of 

water or nitrogen available is reached by a plant.  

 

The numbers of global carbon fluxes vary from source to source, but the approximate values 

of a simplified scheme of carbon fluxes in the fast domain of the global carbon cycle are 

illustrated in the Figure 5 below. In the figure, green and red numbers are displayed in in 

PgC yr-1 and show the carbon flow between soil, land, the ocean, and atmosphere. Green 

numbers indicate the natural carbon exchange, whereas red numbers are human contribution. 

The white numbers indicate carbon stocks in PgC.  

 

Figure 5. The carbon cycle (adapted from Riebeek 2011). 

 

The ocean holds most of Earth’s carbon and 30% of the CO2 that entered the atmosphere 

due to human activity has been trapped by the ocean. In the next thousands of years, the 

ocean will slowly uptake approximately 85% of the excess carbon emitted to the atmosphere 

by burning fossil fuels. (Riebeek 2011). Currently, the atmosphere holds about 800 PgC, the 

majority of which is in the form of CO2, and only a small fraction is the form of methane 

and various other compounds. Nevertheless, 75% of the carbon pool on land is found in soil, 

which is almost three times more than in the atmosphere and four times more than stored in 
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plant biomass (Nair et al. 2015, 81). FAO (2019) argues that although there are global SOC 

stocks estimates, it is accompanied by high variability in reported values among authors due 

to the diversity of data sources and methodologies. Ciais et al. (2013, 470) provide a value 

of 1500–2400 PgC of carbon to be stored underground. Most of carbon in its organic form, 

is found in the topsoil (15–30 cm) and consists of roots, decaying plants, animals, bugs, and 

microorganisms such as fungi and bacteria. It has to be distinguished that in soil, carbon is 

stored in two ways: as soil organic carbon (SOC), the major component of SOM, and as soil 

inorganic carbon (SIC). Earlier studies estimated that without considering carbon stored in 

litter and charcoal, the carbon pool of the upper 1 m depth is between 2157–2293 Pg (see 

Figure 6), which includes both SOC (1462–1548 Pg) and SIC (695–748 Pg). Thus, the total 

soil carbon pool up to 2 m equals 2376–2456 Pg (Batjes 1996, 151–152). SOC 

concentrations tend to decrease as soil depth increases, however, SOC stocks are higher in 

deeper soil layers. In reality, more than half of the world's SOC stock is stored at depths 

more than 20 cm. (Gross & Harrison 2018, 951.) 

 

Figure 6. The amount of SOC and SIC in the first 2 metres of soil. 

 

Although landscapes are extremely diverse around the world and are affected by climate and 

local land use and management, transformation of natural soils to agricultural lands use 

usually results in lower SOC levels, and the loss of SOC in soils can range from −36% to 

78% in the top 30 cm and −25% to 61% in the upper 1 m of soil, with the median loss values 
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are 26% and 16%, respectively Sanderman (2017, 1). Due to intensive tillage, monoculture, 

overcrop, artificial fertilisers application, pest and weeds control through herbicides and 

pesticides, cultivated soils all over the world have lost between 50–70% of their original 

carbon stock (Schwartz 2014). Nair et al. (2015, 81) explain that as a consequence of 

conversion of natural land to cultivated agricultural land, 50 PgC have been released to the 

atmosphere from soils, and Kerdan et al. (2019, 9) show that over 145 PgC has been emitted 

due to land-use change and deforestation since 1850. At the same time, Sanderman et al. 

(2017, 1) argue that it has been challenging to estimate a world’s total soil organic carbon 

(SOC) loss in agricultural lands, and numbers could vary between 40–500 PgC. Recent 

global vegetation models, however, provided new data of 30–62 PgC for the period after the 

year 1850. A general value of 116 Pg C is referred as ‘global soil carbon debt’, indicating 

the loss of carbon due to agriculture in the top two metres of soil.  

 

Depending on the land management practices, soil can be either a source or sink for 

greenhouse gases. Belay-Tedla (2009, 110) states that even a small alteration carbon and 

nitrogen in SOM can significantly affect the CO2 concentration in the atmosphere and thus 

have a greater impact on the global carbon and nitrogen cycles. Additionally, Kirschbaum 

(2000, 22) claims that “a change of total soil organic carbon by just 10% would thus be 

equivalent to all the anthropogenic CO2 emitted for over 30 years”. According to European 

Commission (2011, 8–9), farmlands cover more than 40% of the land area in Europe, 

containing 75 billion tonnes of carbon in the topsoil, which is equivalent to 275 billion tonnes 

of CO2. A release of 0,1% of the carbon stored in the EU lands would be as much as the 

amount of the emissions released by 100 million cars a year. Despite the fact human 

agricultural activity has become a reason for general SOC loss in soils, there is a positive 

evidence showing that a natural low-fertility soil can be improved by removing constraints 

and facilitating the plant growth Sanderman (2017). Estimations suggest that better land 

management and agriculture could reduce one third of the global GHG emissions (Rolnick 

et al. 2019, 30). Therefore, it is crucial to understand the mechanisms of soil-atmosphere 

carbon exchange and to develop solutions that allow to preserve, maintain, and increase the 

amount of soil carbon, while improving the global food production and mitigating the 

climate change.  
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2.2 Importance of soil carbon 

 

As has been defined earlier, regenerative agriculture focuses on increasing stocks of carbon 

in soils for two primary reasons: to enhance soil health and food production and to offset 

some of the atmospheric carbon with agricultural lands. Although carbon makes up only 

0,025% of Earth's crust, it is a bulk element that is indispensable for any living organism. 

Moreover, carbon is part of food, plants, wood, and fossil fuels essential for our everyday 

life. Despite the general negative perception carbon in the form of CO2 plays an essential 

role in the atmosphere. Thanks to CO2 presence in the air, Earth is able to hold the energy 

coming from the Sun thus keeping the warmth from leaking back to space. Naturally, the 

amount of exchanged carbon between the earth and atmosphere is regulated through carbon 

cycle. However, this equilibrium is easily disrupted, mainly by anthropogenic activities, 

which leads to a lack of carbon in one medium and its excess in another medium, both of 

which have negative consequences. In agricultural systems, carbon is lost from soils due to 

organic matter decomposition, through extraction of biomass during harvesting, as well 

because of fires and erosion. Due to disruptive agricultural practices and land over-use, 

fertile soils lose much if not most of its carbon over time, contributing to the increase 

atmospheric carbon. Even a small alteration in the carbon concentration in the atmosphere 

leads to increase of global temperature, which, in turn, poses a threat to life of Earth. Just 

1,5–2°C increase in temperature lead to severe heatwaves at least once every five years that 

can affect approximately 14%–37% of Earth’s population, respectively. (Buis 2019.) 

 

Being an important indicator of soil fertility that defines liveability of land, soil organic 

matter (SOM) is also an essential element in the modern carbon cycle that sustains global 

food production. With an abundant amount of carbon captured in plant biomass and 

peatlands, under the ground, animals, fungi, microbes, and other microorganisms have been 

acting like a honed mechanism digesting the carbon received from the atmosphere for 

million years. Microbes digest and recycle back 50–90% of the organic carbon that 

permeates the soil in a form of organic residues. This carbon is recycled back into the carbon 

cycle as CO2 through microbial respiration. Because of that, only a small amount of fixed 

carbon stays and further accumulates as humus, with a maximum conversion rate of 30% of 

all organic inputs. Although SOM makes up only 2%–10% of the soil mass, lack of SOM 
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leads to soil infertility and loss of biological diversity, thereby reducing the crop production 

potential. (Rolnick et al. 2019, 30; Hoyle & Fairbanks 2013, 16, 73.) 

 

Being a dynamic system, soil exchanges its carbon content between its living, actively 

decomposing and stable fractions. Continuous short-term deficit of carbon in its active 

fractions will cause a greater deficit in its slower, more stable fraction. Since freshly added 

organic material is 7 times more decomposable than older soil organic carbon, in comparison 

with the active fraction that cycle rapidly ranging from days to 10 years, the stable humus 

fraction is nutrient rich and takes decades (up to 100 years) to turn over, meanwhile the most 

resistance fraction of SOM will take thousands of years to turn over. (Hoyle & Fairbanks 

2013, 26–28; European Commission 2011, 7). By keeping a healthy balance of different 

fractions of soil carbon, it is possible to improve water retention, soil structure and soil biota, 

increase the presence of essential nutrients and enchase their cycling, as well as improve 

productivity and quality of products. A more detailed description on the positive 

characteristics associated to soil carbon are presented in the Figure 7 below. 

 

Figure 7. Importance of soil organic carbon for improvement of physical, chemical, biological, ecological, and 

biological properties of soil (adapted from Lal 2016). 
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2.3 Carbon sequestration and carbon farming 

 

In order to prevent or compensate the loss of soil carbon in its more stable forms, and instead 

maintain a long-term stock of organic carbon, it is necessary to constantly add an increased 

amount of organic matter and apply practices that slow down the return rate of carbon as 

CO2 back into the atmosphere (Hoyle & Fairbanks 2013, 16; Powlson et al. 2012, 24). 

Understanding the importance of the role of carbon in soil for the global food production 

and realisation of the potential of soil carbon to alleviate the global GHG burden, a concept 

of ‘carbon farming’ has been introduced and actively discussed in the past few years. Carbon 

farming is a concept practised under the regenerative agriculture domain. As implied in its 

name, it is a cluster of agricultural practices that set a goal to ‘harvest’ the excess CO2 from 

the atmosphere and store in for longer under the ground through carbon sequestration, 

transforming soil to become a carbon sink. This can be referred as ‘recarbonisation of the 

biosphere’ (Lal 2016, 248), and it is claimed that this can be achieved by following 

regenerative agriculture and specifically carbon farming principles. Withing carbon farming, 

carbon sequestration is considered a promising strategy to tackle global warming problem 

by reducing atmospheric carbon through physical, chemical, or biological processes. 

Biological carbon sequestration, such as sequestration by forests and arable lands have 

gained particular interest as a natural and cost-effective method and is often referred to as 

biosequestration. Although biosequestration is a naturally occurring process, there is 

ongoing discussion about enhanced biosequestration, where modern knowledge of the 

carbon cycle and advanced technologies are utilised to help soils absorb more carbon.  

 

Global CO2 emissions are projected to increase to 43 billion metric tonnes by 2050 (Statista 

2021). European Commission (2011, 17) suggests by making positive changes in soil 

management techniques, such as protection from erosion and less disruptive soil tillage, it is 

possible to substantially impact soil carbon stocks by minimising carbon losses and thereby 

sequestrate 0,05–0,10 PgC in European agricultural soils annually. On a global scale, it is 

estimated that world soil has an annual carbon sequestration potential of 0,40–1,40 PgC 

(Sanderman 2017, 4), with a more specific numbers for cropland 0,40–0,80 PgC/year, 0,20–

0,85 PgC/year restoration of degraded and desertified soils, 0,01–0,03 PgC/year for irrigated 

soil and 0,01–0,30 PgC/year for grasslands (Nair et al. 2015, 83). Making a rough 
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assumption that soils worldwide can sequestrate the maximum 1,40 PgC/year, soils 

altogether would be able to sequestrate 70 PgC or 70 billion metric tonnes of carbon in 50 

years.  Zomer et al. (2017) explain that there is a significant technical potential for carbon 

sequestration in soil. Compared to the numbers of previous researchers, the paper argues that 

croplands worldwide are able to capture between 0,90 and 1,85 PgC a year. This is a 

significantly higher estimation compared to Nair et al. 2015, however, it is still only 26–53% 

of the ‘4 per 1000’ Initiative target. The initiative was presented by the French Ministry of 

Agriculture and Food, its sponsor and initiator, as part of the United Nations Climate Change 

Conference in 2015. The initiative aimed at increasing the amount of carbon in the first 30–

40 cm of soil by 0,4% a year. (Rumpel et al. 2018, 350.) 

 

However, along with the proponents of carbon sequestration with agricultural soils for 

improved soil health and climate change mitigation, some researchers and scholars are 

critical of the supposedly over-positive perception of soil carbon sequestration potential and 

provide arguments for criticism of the ‘4 per 1000’ Initiative. Initial criticism was provoked 

by too high estimates claiming that by increasing annual SOC by just 0,4%, it would be 

possible to compensate all the global fossil fuel emissions. This statement is considered 

dangerous as it could be used as an excuse for neglecting other aspects that contribute to the 

global CO2 burden. (Rumpel et al. 2018, 351.) Another argument is based on the fact that 

soil has a finite capacity to store carbon (Hoyle & Fairbanks 2013, 24). This means that once 

the saturation of the carbon in soil has been reached, the soil will no longer capture more 

carbon. After that, it is impossible to endlessly pump up the soil with the atmospheric carbon. 

In addition, SOC does not increase or decrease at a linear rate, rather, it moves from one 

equilibrium level to another over a period of years moves from one equilibrium level to 

another over a period of years in response to climate changes and soil management (Hoyle 

& Fairbanks 2013, 29). The ‘4 per 1000’ Initiative does state, however, that carbon would 

remain in soil for 20–30 years after the good farming practices are put in place, if they are 

maintained. This, in turn, means that even if positive changes in soil carbon have been 

reached for a certain period of time thanks to applying more regenerative land management 

practices, this effect can be easily reversed if such practices are no longer implemented. 

Hence, in order to maintain a long-term positive effect, once applied, such practices must 

remain forever.  
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Based on the evidence obtained from 16 long-term experiments, Poulton et al. (2018) 

concluded that that “promotion of the ‘4 per 1000’ Initiative as a major contributor to climate 

change mitigation is unrealistic”. Instead, it is suggested that practices aimed at increasing 

SOC should be viewed in a rational, more evidence-based and less politicised way and seen 

as a viable approach to improve soil quality and soil functioning. This way, the matter would 

receive a better practical stance within the SDGs, especially with regard to promoting 

sustainable use of terrestrial ecosystems and achieving food security. Additionally, Powlson 

et al. 2012 (24) acknowledge that alterations in SOC content and soil management can 

increase N2O emissions which creates a trade-off situation when carbon capture benefits are 

dismissed by increased levels of the more potent greenhouse gas, therefore, equal attention 

should be drawn to other trace greenhouse gases associated with lands use and management 

changes (Poulton et al., 2018). 

 

Despite the critical assessment of the viability of carbon sequestration for mitigating the 

climate change, a rapidly growing interest in finding solutions to offset at least some of the 

atmospheric carbon is undeniable. The concept of carbon farming is tightly associated with 

a world’s net zero emissions race when different countries and industries made loud 

statements to achieve carbon neutrality by 2030–2060. According to the Energy and Climate 

Intelligence Unit (2020), two countries, Suriname and Bhutan, have achieved carbon 

neutrality. 6 countries, Sweden, United Kingdom, France, Denmark, New Zealand, and 

Hungary included carbon neutrality goal in law, while in Canada, South Korea, Chile, Fiji, 

and Spain it is proposed in legislation. 20 countries have it written in policy document 

including the USA, China, and Finland with the most ambitious plans to achieve carbon 

neutrality already by 2035. In 99 countries, this matter is under discussion. In total, at least 

123 counties, more than 400 and more than 800 businesses have set targets for net-zero 

emissions and launched initiatives for reducing their CO2 emissions. (Höhne & Nascimento 

2020). Moreover, large companies such as Amazon, Apple, Ford, FedEx, General Motors, 

IBM, Microsoft, IKEA, Starbucks, PepsiCo, and Unilever have also announced about their 

contribution to the global climate neutrality. 
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2.3.1 Carbon credits 

 

To incitive companies, both governmental and non-governmental organisations to reduce 

their carbon footprint, a system of carbon credit and carbon offset has been developed. 

Simplistically, buying carbon credits gives companies the right to pollute GHG emissions 

for the amount they paid for. Alternatively, if a company wants to compensate its past or 

present emissions, they may seek for carbon offset providers who will be able to sequestrate 

the exact amount of emission produced by the company. A provider can be, for example, a 

farmer who is specialised in carbon farming. The price for carbon credits, however, is not 

universal. As for May 2021, the price of the European Union’s Emissions Trading System 

(EU ETS) and the price of the UK’s Emissions Trading System (UK ETS) fluctuates within 

EUR 50, compared to EUR 5–20 for EU ETS in 2017–2018. (Ember Climate 2021). Under 

‘allowance’ set by the Directive 2003/87/EC, it is allowed to emit one tonne of carbon 

dioxide equivalent CO2eq during a specified period. In other words, one credit equals one 

ton of carbon permanently sequestered or reduced in the atmosphere. Therefore, one EU 

Allowances (EUA) credit or one UK Allowance (UKA) credit issues the holder a permit to 

release one tonne of CO2 or its equivalent amount of more potent GHG gases, such as 

perfluorocarbons (PFCs) and N2O. As an example, Finland produced around 50 million 

tonnes of CO2eq GHG emissions in 2020 (Statistics Finland 2021). Thus, if Finland wanted 

to offset all its carbon emissions for just 2020, it would have to buy 50 million carbon credits 

which would cost EUR 2,50 billion in comparison with EUR 1,80 billion subsidies allocated 

for farmers in 2020 (Luke 2020). 

The carbon credit system is also seen as an additional incentive for farmers to adopt more 

regenerative practices. Microsoft, whose goal is to become carbon-neutral already in 10 

years, launched an initiative to help its suppliers and customers reduce their carbon 

footprints. In addition, Microsoft founded a USD 1 billion climate innovation fund to boost 

the world’s development of carbon reduction, capture, and removal technologies. (Smith 

2020) For 2021, the tech giant also purchased 1,3 million metric tons of carbon in offsets 

from 26 projects around the world, of which 1,1 million were associated with forestry and 

the rest 193 thousand were from soil carbon sequestration projects. The rest 2000, 2000, and 

1000 came from bioenergy, biochar, and direct air capture projects, respectively (Watson, 
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2021). According to Blaufelder et al. (2021), the growing number of carbon credit markets 

will generate USD 50 billion worth by 2030. 

Despite being generally welcomed worldwide, similarly to the ‘4 per 1000’ Initiative, the 

carbon credit system can be criticised for several reasons. One reason for criticism originates 

from the fact that while companies are promoting their achievements in compensating the 

GHG emissions, other environmental issues such as land use change, water pollution, and 

waste generation will be neglected. It may also demotivate companies to improve their 

infrastructures and install new, cleaner equipment and instead pay off with carbon credits. 

Another reason for criticism comes from the need to prove for much carbon has been really 

sequestrated as it is not always easy to measure, especially when it comes to carbon 

sequestration in agricultural soils.  

 

2.4 Challenges in soil carbon measurement and monitoring 

 

As has been said above, in order to provide evidence on the ability of soil to sequestrate the 

requested amount of carbon, quantitative measurement of carbon fluxes and carbon stocks 

are needed. Without adequate measurements of SOC, discussions either in support or against 

carbon farming in supporting climate change mitigation is not possible. Since SOC stock 

cannot be easily measured, Smith et al. (2020) emphasises the importance of credible 

measurement, monitoring, reporting, and verification of soil carbon content for national 

emission reporting and trading initiatives. Otherwise, investments in such programmes could 

be considered risky. Therefore, there is a need for sufficient, accurate data on soil carbon 

measurements. This has sparkled a large and increasing interest in assessing the side of soil 

carbon pool and its sequestration potential followed by growing number of publications 

about mapping soil carbon stock on both local and global scales (Minasny et al. 2018). In 

2017, the role of soil carbon stocks was discussed and included for the first time in the 

Koronivia Joint Work on Agriculture (KJWA) decision under the United Nations 

Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC). During the discussion, a set of 

priorities required to improve soil carbon, soil fertility and general soil health under 

grassland and cropland has been identified. The list highlights the need to raise awareness 

on sustainable approaches to increase soil carbon sequestration and stocks and reducing SOC 

losses and to include soil fertility and carbon in soil mapping. The following priorities are 
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also emphasised in the report: the usefulness to develop guidelines on carbon sequestration, 

and the substantial contribution of innovative technologies to measuring, mapping, 

reporting, and monitoring SOC stocks. For enabling that, strengthening of technical, 

technological as well as financial capacities are required. (Chiriacò et al. 2018, 13–28.) As 

SOC stocks estimations are becoming part of soil mapping, soil mapping itself is an 

insightful technique that nowadays is practised within precision farming to obtain the most 

accurate data about soil performance and characteristics.  

 

There are existing traditional physical techniques for SOC estimation, however they are 

associated with certain challenges that prevent such estimations to be scalable and efficient. 

FAO (2019) provides descriptions of the analytical methods for total SOC determination 

which includes: dry combustion method, wet digestion/oxidation of organic carbon 

compounds by dichromate ions, loss-on-ignition method, and spectroscopic techniques. 

Since soil carbon cannot be measured directly, such methods are preceded by careful field 

sampling, the extraction of the sample and transporting it to a laboratory for further analysis.  

Traditional soil carbon monitoring methods and laboratory procedures for determining SOC 

are costly, time-consuming, laborious, and limited in receiving the temporal and spatial 

variability data (Angelopoulou et al. 2019, 2; Nawar et al. 2020, 1; Wulf et al. 2015, 8). FAO 

(2019) identifies there are challenges such as large uncertainties in estimating SOC stocks 

and fluxes and detection of vulnerable hot spots for SOC losses. Angelopoulou et al. 2019 

explain that despite significant progress in assessing SOC stocks achieved by a number of 

research activities and projects, no definition of a standardised soil SOC information system 

has been internationally agreed on. Angelopoulou et al. (2019, 2) and FAO (2019, 9) 

determine preliminary constrains for accurate global carbon stock estimations:  

• Very high spatial variability of SOC content 

• Soil type variability that leads to unreliable estimates 

• Lack of reliable data, mainly of soil bulk density 

• Biogeochemical properties associated with different soil and vegetation types  

• Climate 

• Land use change and land management 
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Davis (et al. 2018, 2) acknowledges that diverse SOC measurement methods along the lack 

of consensus on measurement and verification methods hinder the creation of clear guidance 

about the impacts of land management practices and land use change on soil carbon. For 

example, there is no consequences on the depth of the measurements for adequate SOC 

estimations, whereas choosing the correct sampling depth is very important due high 

unevenness of SOC concertation throughout the soil (Davis et al. 2018, 9) For example, in 

the ‘4 per 1000’ Initiative, the emphasis is made on the top 30–40 cm of soil. In accordance 

with IPCC recommendations, the following guidelines for soil sampling and reporting of 

SOC stocks are suggested (FAO 2019, 18, 46): 

• SOC stocks for the 0–30 cm layer is reported, and appropriate error and uncertainties 

are mentioned. To reduce potential sources of error in SOC stock estimations, a 

considerable amount of soil samples is needed. 

 

• Soils less than 30 cm deep are sampled as deep as possible, and SOC stocks are 

extrapolated to 30 cm. Soils more than 30 cm deep are sampled as deep as possible, 

and the SOC stocks in the 0–30 cm layer is reported separately.  

 

• Repeated sampling to follow the SOC stock change typically occurs every 4–5 years. 

 

• When deciding on sampling, the impact of increased costs and potential increase in 

uncertainty is considered. Selecting the method to monitor SOC stock change should 

consider the purpose of the study, as well as the skills, capacity, and budget allocated 

to the project (FAO 2019, 37). 

However, since the long-term accumulation of carbon happens in deeper soil layers (30–100 

cm), shallow sampling of SOC within the upper layer could influence the accuracy of the 

results, leading to either over- or under-estimation of temporal changes. For example, the 

positive change in soil carbon content achieved through no‐till practices may remain 

undetected when measuring to 60 cm depth. This, in turn, negatively affects the quality of 

data provided for further for sustainability studies. Therefore, newer SOC sampling 

protocols suggest that soil samples should be taken to a depth of at least 1 meter. However, 

they often require requires specific machinery and are expensive. (Gross & Harrison 2018, 

951; Davis et al. 2018, 9–10; Smith et al. 2020, 221.)  
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Sequestrated soil carbon offsets should only be traded at the carbon market if accurate and 

verifiable quantification data on soil carbon stocks is provided. Therefore, there is a strong 

need for up-to-date information on SOC stocks on local, regional, and global scales to ensure 

the viability, sufficiency, and legitimacy of soil carbon sequestration. To receive such 

information, innovative techniques and sophisticated tools are being developed enable 

accurate and efficient estimation, monitoring, and prediction of soil carbon fluxes and stocks. 

Among those novel instruments, the role of Artificial Intelligence in SOC measurements is 

explored in the later section of this thesis. 

 

2.5 Remote and proximal soil sensing  

 

Wulf et al. (2015) acknowledges that there is a need for a better understanding of soils, at 

increasingly higher resolutions. As an alternative to analytical measurements, 

comprehensive spatial data about soil parameters such as SOC can be retrieved with the help 

of remote sensing (RS) and proximal soil sensing (PSS). These two most common 

approaches are distinguished by the fact that RS is characterised by a contactless technique 

of conducting measurements, meanwhile for PSS, a direct physical contact or close 

placement with the measured object is needed to receive signal from the object within a 

maximum distance of two meters (Biney et al. 2021, 2). Today, optical imaging remote and 

proximal sensors are most commonly used instruments for assessing general crop health as 

well as soil properties. Remote and proximal optical imaging used for measuring SOC 

content is based on reflectance spectroscopy as organic bonds and minerals found soil absorb 

and reflect light at distinct wavelengths (Smith et al. 2020, 222). Since the ability to perceive 

electromagnetic spectrum of a human eye is limited by only wavelengths within visible light 

(380–700 nm) those wavelengths are not visible to naked eye, whereas optical instruments 

are able to detect other wavelengths in the electromagnetic spectrum. (Angelopoulou et al. 

2019, 2). For example, different wavelengths provide information on general crop and soil 

health and may indicate, for instance, whether soil is experiencing lack of moisture. Since 

reflectance spectroscopy has shown to be an accurate and rapid method for assessing soil 

physicochemical parameters during a considerable number of laboratory experiments (Ogen 

et al. 2017, 108), the knowledge obtained on soil reflectance spectroscopy has been derived 
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and applied in field remote and proximal sensing techniques in the visible and near-infrared 

(VNIR, 400-1200 nm)–shortwave infrared (SWIR, 1200-2500 nm) reflectance domains. The 

technique may improve on the results derived from today's conventional methods of 

conducting soil surveys or significantly reduce the need for traditional soil sampling. 

 

Žížala et al. (2019) states that imagery spectral data, such as hyperspectral data, has been 

proven as an efficient data source for monitoring, mapping, and describing the spatial 

variability of SOC. RS is actively utilised in the environmental sector, including geology 

and agriculture due to its ability to conduct measurements from a distance which makes RS 

an extensive, non-intrusive, timeliness, and flexible technique. (Ge 2011, 230). Today, 

remote sensing became an important component of digital soil mapping (DSM) due to its 

sufficient spatial resolution. A combination of hybrid methods that include field sampling, 

proximal and remote sensing techniques, environmental variables as well as statistical 

predictions help investigate and represent soils and their characteristics on a large scale. In 

their work, Poppiel et al. (2020) demonstrated that DSM using proximal and remote sensing 

data can reach realistic spatial representations of the soil.  

 

In order to efficiently conduct in-situ field measurements sensors are generally mounted on 

different carrying platforms. For RS, both spaceborne and airborne platforms are utilised. 

Satellites are an example of spaceborne platforms, whereas airborne platforms can be both 

manned aircrafts and unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) such as drones. In PSS, 

the spectrometer sensor is installed on various platforms that can be handheld instruments, 

fixed or on-the-go installations, for example robots or tractors. Each sensor embedded with 

a certain platform employs multi- or hyperspectral imagery for data collection. 

Hyperspectral imagery is considered superior to multispectral imagery. While multispectral 

imagery uses only 3 to 10 broader wavebands to record electromagnetic radiation, 

hyperspectral sensors can collect hundreds of thousands of much narrower bands (10-20 nm) 

simultaneously which makes them more perceptive to subtle alterations in reflected energy. 

Since the ability to determine the physicochemical properties of a measured object improves 

with increasing spectral resolution, hyperspectral imagery allows to collect much more 

comprehensive data of the spectrum for each pixel in the image, which creates a continuous 
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spectral imaging compared to spaced imaging obtained with multispectral sensors (see 

Figure 8). 

 

 

Figure 8. The difference between multispectral and hyperspectral imaging (adapted from Edmund Optics 

2021). 

 

However, both multispectral and hyperspectral sensor imagery have their own limitations 

and therefore the right choice of the platform is made in accordance with the task 

requirements. For example, satellites that are under operation have only multispectral 

sensors. Hyperion instrument on board the decommissioned NASA Earth EO-1 spacecraft 

was the first and the only hyperspectral sensor used on a satellite that provided a high-

resolution hyperspectral imager capable of resolving 242 spectral bands with a 30-meter 

resolution (USGS 2021). Currently, there is no other satellite with a hyperspectral sensor on 

board. Therefore, aerial vehicles and on-the-go installations are mainly used for 

hyperspectral imaging, whereas satellites are associated with multispectral imagery. 

 

Angelopoulou et al. (2019), Gholizadeh & Kopačková (2019), and Žížala et al. (2019) 

provide explanations on both advantages and drawbacks of multispectral and hyperspectral 
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imagery based on the corresponding platform for sensors. Table 2 below summarises most 

significant ones. 

 

Table 2. Advantages and disadvantages of each sensor platform for multispectral and hyperspectral imagery. 

Imagery Platform Advantages Disadvantages 

Multi-

spectral 
Satellite 

• broad spatial coverage on 

topsoil information 

• large data archives 

• access to remote areas 

• readily available and cost-

effective 

• auxiliary data provision 

• short revisit time 

• atmospheric absorptions interfering with 

the spectral measurements 

• low signal-to-noise ratio due to a short 

integration time over the target area 

• need for geometric, atmospheric 

corrections 

• affected by sun illumination and cloud 

coverage 

Hyper-

spectral 

Proximal 

• cost-effective  

• high accurate  

• high spectral resolution 

• laborious  

• time-consuming  

• low temporal resolution  

• not suitable for large areas 

Airborne  

 

• provide information for 

inaccessible areas 

• high spatial resolution 

• flight plan can be 

scheduled according to 

weather condition 

• technically demanding processing of data 

• high operational complexity 

• legal constrains for the flights 

• limitation of measurements only in a thin 

layer of topsoil 

• limited flight duration 

• limited payload 

 

Nowadays, important satellites provide useful agricultural information are the American 

Landsat satellites and the European Sentinel-2 satellite system, an Earth observation mission 

from the Copernicus Programme. The Landsat-8 satellite takes spectral data from the Earth 

each 16–18 days, whereas the Sentinel-2 provides multispectral data every ten days. 

Landsat-8 and Sentinel-2 have 9 and 13 spectral bands from VNIR to SWIR range with a 30 

m and 10 m pixel resolution, respectively. (ESA 2021b; ESA, 2021c.). Freely to download, 

the large quantity of data derived by these two artificial satellite systems have been actively 

utilised by researchers and professionals since 1980. For example, optical sensors on board 

of Sentinel-2 and Landsat-8 satellites cover important organic matter absorption bands in 

both the visible and SWIR regions of the spectrum may have considerable potential for 

detailed and spatial mapping of SOC. The multispectral satellite data is regular, continuous, 
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abundant, and affordable compared to costly and technically demanding processing of 

hyperspectral data, providing a trade-off between cost and precision. (Žížala et al. 2019, 2; 

Biney 2021, 2.) 

 

Compared to the distance between croplands and satellites which is typically around 700 

km, airborne systems are located much closer to the target. For aircraft systems, the distance 

to land is about 100 m, whereas for proximal instruments the maximum measurement height 

is 2 m above the ground. By getting closer to the target, weather conditions such as strong 

sunlight are not no longer an obstacle, and it becomes possible to obtain deeper insights and 

a more precise mapping of the variability in agricultural fields. Furthermore, apparatus 

embedded to a moving ground vehicle can scan the area real-time and apply measures on 

place as spraying weeds with the previous detection of the pest. Regardless of the significant 

advantages, ground equipment cannot always be used in hard-to-reach places, which is 

solved by the introduction of aircraft systems. On the other hand, aircrafts require a 

professional planning of the flight route and the post processing the data and image 

mosaicking is often quite challenging. (Saiz-Rubio & Rovira-Más 2020, 6–7, Angelopoulou 

et al. 2019, 4.) Between aircrafts and ground machinery, UAV such as drones could be 

implemented for easier operation at affordable cost at a farm scale. The measurements can 

be adjusted from centimetres to a few meters. The main drawbacks of UAS are that have a 

limited flight duration and payload they can carry since VNIR–SWIR sensors are quite 

heavy, as well as the fact that many areas are closed to flights (Angelopoulou et al. 2019, 3–

4; Rolnick et al. 2019, 32). 

 

Other challenges associated with implementing optical imagery for estimations of soil 

carbon concentration as well as solutions to address such challenges via various Artificial 

Intelligence algorithms have been evaluated and will be presented later in the following 

section.  
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3 ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE IN AGROTECHNOLOGY 

 

This section provides an outlook on the development of Artificial Intelligence, its 

capabilities and constrains. It provides in-depth analysis of Artificial Intelligence application 

in agrotechnology, in particular, for soil carbon measurements. 

 

3.1 Development of Artificial Intelligence 

 

Artificial Intelligence has been on everyone's lips, and discussion regarding capabilities, 

challenges and risks have entered all aspects of our life. Although AI has been gaining a 

spectacular interest in the past few years, the study of AI has been recognised for more than 

50 years (Poole and Mackworth 2010, 3) during which it underwent several highs and lows. 

In their work, Haenlein & Kaplan (2019) present a brief and history of Artificial Intelligence 

that took its origin when in 1942, an American Science Fiction writer Isaac Asimov outlined 

his ‘Three Laws of Robotics’ on how robots should operate or ‘behave’. It is not uncommon 

when an author’s vivid imagination and futuristic ideas become inspiration and a driving 

force for generations of scientists to adapt an idea from a book’s pages and bring it to the 

laboratory for further development. Among those whose mind was shaped by Asimov’s 

work, there was Marvin Minsky, an American cognitive and computer scientist, and a future 

co-founder of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology's AI laboratory. Simultaneously, 

Alan Turing, an English mathematician and cryptanalyst developed an initial design of the 

famous electro-mechanical machine, The Bombe, to help the British government to decode 

the Enigma-encrypted messages during the Second World War. In a later publication in 

1950, Turing described The Turing Test that shaped our understanding on how to create 

intelligence machines and, specifically, assess a computer’s capability to think like a human-

being. In the same year, John McCarthy from Stanford University defined Artificial 

Intelligence as “the science and engineering of making intelligent machines” (Manning, 

2020). 

 

For the next two decades, AI had gained overwhelming enthusiasm in the field of robotics 

and computer science, when such reliance on Artificial Intelligence led to major 

disappointment in later years. Despite the collapse, the number of mentions of the term 
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Artificial Intelligence increased significantly during so-called AI winters (see Figure 9 

below), that occurred in the periods 1974–1980 and 1987–1993. Both periods are described 

as loss of reputation and interest in AI research. Along with the increasing pessimism within 

the scientific community that questioned the optimistic percipience of AI, apprehensive 

judgements came from the authorities and venture capitalists with a general negative reaction 

and criticism reflected in press. This caused significant funding cuts in AI research. 

Nevertheless, despite the obstacles researchers continued to develop AI when optimism 

about AI has finally bounced back in 1990s.  

 

 

Figure 9. The frequency of the term Artificial Intelligence in books 1950–2019 (Google NGram Viewer, 2021). 

 

However, since then Artificial Intelligence remained an academic discipline with limited 

practical interest until it gained general public’s attention in 2017, when a Google's 

DeepMind computer program AlphaGo powered by Artificial Intelligence defeated number 

one Go player in the world (Li & Du 2018, 77). The victory of Artificial Intelligence was a 

breakthrough in its long-time development. Due to the complexity, the game of Go used to 

be considered one of the most challenging for Artificial Intelligence classical games as it 

requires AI to mimic the brain functions of a human player. That is why the program did not 

achieve such results at once but with prior practicing and by so-called reinforcement 

learning, one of the basic Machine Learning (ML) techniques. AlphaGo is endowed with a 

specialised subset of Artificial Intelligence, Artificial Neural Network (ANN), which, in 

turn, is a backbone of Deep Learning (DP) algorithms. Figure 10 below indicates that the 

term Machine Learning became extremely popular between 2015–2017 and the number of 

mentions has rapidly increased. 
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Figure 10. The frequency of the term Machine Learning in books in English between 1950–2019 (Google 

NGram Viewer, 2021). 

 

For better understanding of the connection between AI, ML, ANN, and DL, it is suggested 

to visualise it as a nesting doll, where each subset is an essential component of the prior term 

(Kavlakoglu 2016). Thus, ML, ANN and DNN/DL are subfields of Artificial Intelligence 

(Figure 11). When it comes to solving a particular task, a certain subfield Artificial 

Intelligence is chosen depending on the purpose and difficulty of the task that needs to be 

solved.  

 

 

 

Figure 11. The connection between AI, Data Science and Big Data (adapted from Fraunhofer FOKUS, 2021). 
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Firstly, it has to be noted that Artificial Intelligence is not a technology itself, rather, it is a 

constellation of many different technologies and a broader discipline of science and 

engineering combined. In the modern understanding of AI, it is no longer associated with 

only robotics and AI application goes above and beyond just creating human-like machines. 

By simulating human intelligence and imitating decision-making processes of a human 

brain, Artificial Intelligence is capable of: 

• Problem-solving 

• Reasoning 

• Learning 

• Analysing and processing data 

Macarthur (2019) notes that AI complements people’s skills enabling faster leaning from 

feedback and making better sense of abundant data. Generally, thanks to the features above, 

Artificial Intelligence has ability to assess large amounts of both structured and instructed 

data, as well as historical patterns to interpret it correctly and learn from it. Through learning, 

AI gains context driven awareness and the ability to reason, draw conclusions and solve 

complex problems in special- and general-purpose domain. It achieves specific goals and 

tasks through flexible adaptation (Kaplan and Haenlein 2019, 1).  

 

Such rapid development and variety of AI application in different areas is only possible now 

due to evolution of data science and improved data availability, as well as significant 

increase in processing power and cloud storage. At the same time, in the era when past and 

present information is documented and stored electronically, the amount of data we operate 

and collect on a daily basis is immense. In order to analyse big data, an exponentially 

growing amount of data sets that are too large or complex to be stored and managed by 

traditional software applications and therefore more advanced and sophisticated techniques 

and tools are needed. Yin and Kaynak (2015) explain that the complexity adds up when 

compared to just abundant and structured data, big data is characterised by general 

heterogeneousness while requiring real-time analysis. As Figure 11 also indicates, there is 

a direct connection between Artificial Intelligence and Data Science. Data is at the core of 

the development of AI algorithms. The development process is generally composed of data 
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acquisition by capturing images and various other metadata; data labelling and engineering 

data into a machine-readable format; further algorithm development and its enhancement 

(Macarthur 2019, 9). 

 

3.1.1 Modern applications of AI 

 

Today, not only data scientist and computer engineers harvest the potential of AI. Enthusiasts 

all over the world create an AI algorithm using one of the most popular programming 

languages. In business, AI can help starting from replying to emails and scheduling meetings 

to optimise a company’s processes. These processes are versatile, and the number of 

applications is consistently growing. For example, Kaul et al. (2019) summarise the potential 

of AI predictive models for more accurate diagnosing and image interpretation and to 

improve the efficiency of clinical operations as well as the future of AI in preventative 

medicine. In finance, AI helps to optimise financial processes, assist in decision-making, and 

minimise financial risks. According to The European Space Agency (ESA), AI is currently 

under research on how to support satellite operations, e.g., communication within 

constellations of artificial satellites. Machine learning applications is found more and more 

often when large amount of data received from space mission needs to be processes and 

analysed (ESA 2021a). Deep learning requires massive amounts of data, and astronomy is 

where AI comes into play. Other examples of sectors where AI is already successfully 

applied are retail, art, fashion, sports, and surveillance. Image recognition algorithms are 

ubiquitously used in social media, whereas speech recognition algorithms are embedded in 

self-driving cars. According to Macarthur (2019, 9), AI attracted USD 26–39 billion in 

global corporate investments, while further predictions indicate that AI is about to contribute 

USD 13 trillion more to global economic activity by 2030.  

 

Macarthur (2019) recognises the important share of AI in Circular Economy in designing 

circular products and operate circular business models. Today, it became possible to improve 

the whole food system and reduce food waste with the help of AI predictions. Supply chains 

have benefitted from Artificial Intelligence in terms of more accurate predictions of product 

demand and returns, which, in turn reduces overproducing and overstocking of goods. 

Machine Learning methods have been applied to create short to medium-term predictions on 
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electricity supply and demand of solar wind, and hydropower through analysing historical 

data, physical model outputs, and image and video data (Rolnick et al. 2019, 7). It was a 

matter of time until the growing interest in exploring AI capabilities has expanded and 

challenged AI to address some of the world’s most pressing problems, such as environmental 

degradation and destruction of ecosystems. As an example. Artificial Intelligence for 

Environment and Sustainability (ARIES), an open-source platform initially launched in 

2007, has developed into an international network of scientists working collaboratively with 

scientists, governments, NGOs, academics, and the private sector. Together, they strive to 

address scientific and modelling challenges in ecosystem services and apply ARIES for 

conservation and sustainability development challenges at both local to global scales. Based 

on the novel AI-powered k.LAB software, ARIES modeller integrates ecological process 

models and convert them into simpler models where relevant. Combining both data-driven 

and traditional deductive modelling approaches, ARIES connects a broad range of physical, 

social, and economic contexts engaged in the nature society interaction into a flow network 

and generates a feasible model for each agent and connection in the selected spatial context. 

Since the platform is user-friendly, it is suitable for data contribution by independent 

researchers which, in turn, allows the system to evolve on its own. This way, users without 

substantial skills or expertise have access to science-based decision-making and are able to 

easily acquire a detailed, dynamic, and adaptive assessment. By providing global models for 

carbon storage, crop production, sediment regulation, water supply, pollination, nature-

based tourism, outdoor recreation, and economic evaluation of forest ecosystem, ARIES 

makes sustainability modelling more approachable and efficient. (ARIES 2021.) 

 

Since modern agriculture accounts for the lion's share of the consequences of disruption and 

alteration occurring in natural ecosystems, Macarthur (2019, 19) acknowledges that shifting 

to more local and regenerative food production system is not a straightforward task due to 

many obstacles. Since modern agriculture is already heavily subsidised, one of the biggest 

of such obstacles that supresses the adoption of regenerative practice is the additional 

financial burden that falls on the shoulders of farmers. Nevertheless, Macarthur (2019) 

assures that innovative technologies can help alleviate at least some of the challenges that 

hold us back from making a transition. Both Macarthur (2019) and Rolnick et al. (2019) 

emphasise the important contribution of AI to the more efficient food production and 

https://integratedmodelling.org/
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regenerative agricultural practices by using sophisticated data-driven solutions that allow to 

avoid expensive and time-consuming field trials. Data analytics, statistical modelling and 

Artificial Intelligence are used together to simulate agricultural field trials under different 

conditions (Macarthur 2019, 19). Saiz-Rubio & Rovira-Más (2020, 4) prove that today not 

only scientists and engineers are interested in upgrading the agricultural segment, but also 

various tech start-ups who create ML-based solutions. Over the past five years, they 

managed to raise more than USD 800 million, while venture capitalists’ funding in AI has 

dramatically grown by 450%. For example, launched in 2018 and supported by the 

University of Oxford and European Space Agency, a start-up called Deep Planet aims to 

advance the state-of-the-art in precision viticulture (winegrowing) and apply scientifically 

proven research in computer vision and machine learning to help growers and winemakers 

to make better farming decisions (Deep Planet 2021).  

 

Rolnick et al. (2019, 30) summarises how ML could enhance the agricultural sector, 

particularly, precision agriculture. Precision agriculture implies observing and detecting 

crops that need maintenance. This helps avoid spreading chemicals all over the field and 

instead and apply it selectively where it is currently required. Saiz-Rubio & Rovira-Más 

(2020, 1) claim that precision agriculture became the third wave of the Agricultural 

Revolution after the Industrial Revolution and the Green Revolution. The numbers show that 

compared to non-adopters, farmlands who embraced precision agriculture practices could 

improve their financial operations and profited USD 163–272 more per hectare depending 

on the type of crop (Saiz-Rubio & Rovira-Más 2020, 2). Drones, remote sensing, satellite 

imagery, intelligent irrigation all help to monitor and understand the processes occurring on 

the land and under it. Those processes include monitoring of soil quality and plant health, 

disease and weeds detection, prevention of over-irrigation and thus water resources savings. 

AI collects and utilises data received all the equipment and provides useful and 

understandable real-time information to farmers who can see what is currently happening on 

their farmlands and give an insight on how to improve crop rotation patterns and fertiliser 

application, what and when is the best time to sow and harvest crops. Furthermore, ML can 

help predict crop yields and crop demand at the macroeconomic level. In agroforestry, ML 

monitors forests and peatlands health as well as predict the risk of fire. Figure 12 below 
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shows a diverse range of applications of AI in today’s agrotechnology that facilitate the 

development of the whole area, (Macarthur 2019, 20; Rolnick et al. 2019, 30–31.) 

Figure 12. AI application in various of agrotechnology (adapted from Rolnick et al. 2019). 

 

3.2 AI for soil carbon estimations and monitoring 

 

Information obtained by optical sensors becomes valuable after it has been analysed and 

later utilised for restoring and maintaining crop and soil health. Data-driven agriculture not 

only helps the farmer to efficiently manage their lands and increase productivity, but also 

contributes to the development of sustainable and regenerative agriculture. According to 

Biney et al. (2021), despite the rapidly growing interest in carbon sequestration in soils, 

satellite multispectral imagery has been utilised for a comprehensive SOC assessment 

already since 1980s. Nevertheless, traditional airborne and satellite remote sensing have not 

always been sufficient to satisfy the researchers’ and environmental demands. When 

Sentinel-2 data is used for assessing soil properties, it first may need to undergo several pre-

processing steps that impact its prediction capability. Even hyperspectral imagery that 

provides a more detailed bare soil spectral data, can be affected by some remote sensing 

factors such as soil water content and dissolved organic material. 

 

In addition to technical limitations of proximal and remote sensing, there is a need to analyse 

constantly growing field data as for the modern agronomical framework, data is the key. 

Moreover, novel tools that help obtain information directly from the field and satellites can 
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lead, in fact, to excess of data which can be difficult to manage, and some of the vital data 

may remain masked by noise. Therefore, such abundant data requires some type of 

automation to extract usable information from bulk data. (Saiz-Rubio & Rovira-Más 2020, 

3, 16.) Therefore, Artificial Intelligence is under active research to overcome both technical 

limitations of measurement apparatus and challenges in later post-measurement data analysis 

and management.  

 

Saiz-Rubio & Rovira-Más (2020) describe Agriculture 5.0 concept where in addition to data-

driven agriculture, robotics and Artificial Intelligence are embedded to help follow precision 

agriculture principles and use machinery that involves unmanned operations and 

autonomous decision support systems. In those farmlands that practice the Agriculture 5.0 

concept, the crop management and smart decision-making include five major stages (see 

Figure 13 below).  

 

 

Figure 13. The information cycle in advanced agriculture (adapted from Saiz-Rubio & Rovira-Más 2020). 

 

First, the field data is retrieved from the crop and soil by means of proximal and remote 

sensors. In additional, ambient parameters on climate and historical data for several year is 

needed to determine field trends. Next, the data needs to be either directly transferred through 

software applications or virtually synchronised using Internet cloud systems. The next step 

is to efficiently process and analyse the raw data in such a way that numbers and images 

become actual useful information. It is often challenging to manually assess large quantities 
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of data that consists of many field and external factors and recognise patterns in complex 

information. In this case, AI techniques, such as deep learning or neural networks, fuzzy 

logic, genetic algorithms, or expert systems, can be used. With the ability to filter, model, 

and reason, AI helps to make sense of all the received data and makes robust decisions that 

include several outcomes rather than providing only ‘true’ or ‘false’ alternatives. (Saiz-

Rubio & Rovira-Más 2020, 13.) The last stage in the loop as shown in the figure is actuation 

or physical execution of a made decision. If the system is connected to the advanced field 

equipment, it commands to carry out the order and the response of the crop is registered by 

the sensors, which initiates the whole process again.  

 

3.2.1 Post-measurement data processing and prediction 

 

Already earlier studies such as Spencer et al. (2005) acknowledged that AI and statistical 

techniques have been successfully utilised in various soil studies. In particular, Artificial 

Neural Networks and Decision Trees are examples of a supervised learning techniques that 

take historical data to determine the relationship between the influencing factors. Once these 

techniques have been trained, they can be further implemented to a new input data that was 

not seen before and used to produce an estimate of organic carbon content.  

 

FAO (2018b, 150) recognises that with the increasing interest in digital soil mapping that 

aim to predict soil properties from point data using statistical algorithms, there is more 

understanding that relationship between soil properties and covariates are typically not linear 

but much more complex. Thus, instead of just creating linear DSM models, there is an 

ongoing development of complex non-linear DSM models under ML: Artificial Neural 

Network (ANN), regression tree (RT), support vector machine (SVM), and random forest 

(RF). The recent shift from linear models to ML models for predictive mapping of SOC has 

been also identified by Lamichhane et al. (2019, 399). For example, ANNs are identified as 

versatile tools that can be used to model and predict complex and highly non-linear processes 

(Sipöcz et al. 2011, 2368). In a comprehensive study that used the most profound soil sample 

data sets of the African continent consisting of 28 thousand sampling locations, Hengl et al. 

(2015) combined those sets with a large number of covariates to create a series of spatial 

predictions of soil properties as well as to compare two predictive approaches, linear 
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regression and random forests. The study showed that for the relevant to the agricultural 

management properties, including soil organic carbon concentration and bulk density, the 

random forests model achieved more accurate predictions with the relative improvement in 

mapping accuracy of 15–75% (Hengl et al. 2015, 12–13).   

 

Sanderman et al. (2017) admits that estimation of the size and spatial distribution of SOC 

has been a challenge. Nevertheless, such data is essential for understanding whether soil 

carbon sequestration could have a visible effect on mitigating the climate change. Hence, the 

study quantified the cumulative impact of land use changes in SOC at the global scale by 

developing a ML-based data-driven statistical model that uses a global compilation of SOC 

profile observations and combined with a large dataset of spatially explicit environmental 

covariates. The model identified a dramatic loss of SOC for the past 200 years and found 

important spatial patterns of SOC loss that matched some of the major crop production areas.  

Similarly, by utilising the data of 1872 collected soil samples, Chen et al. (2019) compared 

the performance of four ML algorithms in mapping soil organic matter in Hubei province, 

China in the period of 2000–2017. Based on the results, meteorological and terrain 

conditions, remote sensing reflectance and vegetation indices were the key factors for 

predicting topsoil SOM in the predictive models used in the study. 

 

In order to create the most accurate and reliable prediction from large amounts of data 

generated by hyperspectral sensors, the use of powerful algorithms is often needed (Ding et 

al. 2018, 13). The study conducted by Gholizadeh et al. (2018) compared the capabilities to 

monitor and predict SOC content and soil texture between Sentinel-2 satellite, airborne 

hyperspectral sensors and laboratory-based spectroradiometer measurements at four 

agricultural sites in the Czech Republic. The study applied ML algorithms, in particular, a 

supervised Support Vector Machine Regression (SVMR) model to train prediction models 

over the spectral signature of Sentinel-2. The study revealed the advantages of Sentinel-2 to 

obtain high-quality data SOC when compared to airborne sensors, especially where SOC 

levels were relatively high. Other studies achieved similar results using partial least square 

regression (PLSR) and RF models (Angelopoulou et al. 2019, 6). To shift the focus from 

only better researched lands with only a high value of SOC, Biney et al. (2021) provided 

evaluation and comparison of small UAS, spaceborne Sentinel-2 and proximal soil sensing 
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via field spectroscopy measurements to monitor and estimate SOC of an agricultural land 

with poor carbon stock. The spectra datasets obtained were linked to the reference SOC 

values derived from the laboratory analysis of soil and used to build SOC predictive models. 

Two multivariate ML models, RF and SVMR, were evaluated for all spectral data to generate 

soil prediction models using five-fold cross-validation built. The study found that proximal 

soil sensing showed the best prediction performance compared to UAS and Sentinel-2, 

whereas the accuracy of SOC predictions using UAS and Sentinel-2 imagery was similar, 

although the accuracy of UAS was slightly better. Visual differences between measurement 

methods are illustrated in following Figure 14 below.  

 

 

 

Figure 14. Comparison of different SOC estimations techniques (Biney et al., 2021). 
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Another situation where Artificial Intelligence can be especially useful is for improved 

calibration when using spectral proximal and remote sensing. Similar to laboratory soil 

spectroscopy, selecting the proper calibration method remains challenging. To address this 

challenge, different multivariate statistical methods are used. Partial Least Squares 

Regression or PLSR for short is one of the most popular of such methods to describes linear 

relationships between the variables. However, as has been said earlier, the variables are not 

always related linearly.  For that reason, ML algorithms are increasingly used for the 

correlation process. In some cases, ML techniques have proven to outperform PLSR for 

generating prediction modelling for soil properties and SOC estimation. (Angelopoulou et 

al. 2019, 11.)  

 

Poppiel et al. (2020, 3, 20) mentions that several studies showed a correlation between 

topsoil spectral patterns and the subsoil pattern variations and dynamic processes. Bare 

topsoil reflectance data obtained by Landsat satellite were considered reliable to represent 

topsoil spatial patterns. In combination with other datasets using ML, it is possible to capture 

information from deeper layers of soil. In particular, one study is referenced for using the 

whole temporal archive of Landsat images to estimate the spectral response of bare surfaces. 

According to the authors, the topsoil reflectance mosaic has a wide range of application and 

when combined with ML algorithms, it can be used to improve geological mapping, mineral 

exploration, and DSM. SOC in deeper layers (more than 50 cm) has higher stability and thus 

is less susceptible to environmental change. Therefore, Gomes et al. (2019) discuss the 

importance of investigating SOC stocks in the entire soil depth as it would provide a more 

accurate idea of SOC stored at subsurface. One of the study goals was to estimate SOC stock 

to the 100 cm depth in Brazilian soils and improve the prediction of stocks based on a legacy 

dataset of 8227 soil profiles that consist of 37693 samples. By testing different data-driven 

ML algorithms, RF, SVM, Cubist, and Generalised Linear Model, they identified that in 

general, ML can be successfully applied for mapping SOC stocks and the uncertainty at large 

scale and allows to optimise the prediction process without loss of performance by selecting 

only the most important variables. Specifically, RF showed the best performance in 

predicting SOC stocks at the national level. 
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Concerned about soil degradation and threatening agroecological balances and food security, 

a study by Rossel et al. (2016) represents the largest and most diverse global soil visible–

near infrared (VIS–NIR) spectral database and its spectra can be used for both qualitative 

and quantitative soil analyses and to predict soil characteristic such as SOC. For the more 

accurate study results, the researchers also validated the spectroscopic models by randomly 

dividing the datasets into a training and an independent validation set. The training set was 

tested using the Cubist ML algorithm. It was evident that the modelling of a diverse set of 

spectra can be enhanced by a ML algorithm in order to find the local relationships in the data 

to produce accurate predictions of some soil attributes, with SOC being one of them.  

Moreover, the authors emphasise that the global spectra could pave the way for new 

advances in hyperspectral soil remote sensing, compensate the coarse resolution of remote 

sensing imagery, as well as to help validate the reflectance data collected from the current 

and future aerial and satellite hyperspectral spectrometers. Similar comparisons can be found 

in Morellos et al. (2016) and Guo et al. (2021) for low-relief agricultural areas.  

 

Another study by John et al. (2020) acknowledges the importance of SOC for soil quality 

and fertility and specifically aimed to test the suitability of different ML algorithms (ANN, 

SVM, RM, Multiple Linear Regression (MLR), Cubist Regression) for advanced prediction 

of SOC. The study verified that SOC distribution could be accurately mapped through the 

five models and integrated into the DSM approach reducing bias and taking into account 

random inputs and random features. Among these five models, RF proved to be the best 

predicative tool. Similarly, Emadi (2020) determined a reliable a reliable algorithm for 

predicting the SOC contents through comparison of six different ML algorithms: SVM, 

ANN, RF, Regression Tree, Extreme Gradient Boosting (XGBoost), and Deep Neural 

Network (DNN). In addition, a number of environmental variables obtained from terrain 

characteristics, remote sensing, and climatic data were used. The results showed the 

superiority of the DNN algorithm to map SOC contents more accurately over other studies 

algorithms.  

 

Heuvelink et al. (2020) attempted to extended ML for DSM from spatial to space–time 

applications using Argentina as a pilot to develop and apply a data-driven, statistical method 

for mapping SOC stocks. By using quantile regression forest model, annual SOC stock at 0–
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30 cm depth in 1982–2017 were predicted. Despite the fact that the model was calibrated 

using over 5000 SOC stock values and 35 environmental covariates, the authors suggested 

to collect more SOC observations and include more relevant covariates. This is due to the 

fact that the accuracy of ML models would likely to improve by receiving more calibration 

data collected in very different parts of the world. The accuracy is also largely affected by 

the predictive power of the covariates which capture the dynamics of the soil properties. 

Therefore, such important covariates like vegetation index, crop production, climate-related 

and land management and land-use variables should be considered. 

Sanderman et al. (2017) 

 

3.2.2 Examples of practical applications 

 

In addition to active discussion on versatile application of Machine Learning in research 

papers published in recent years in the context of spectral proximal and remote sensing for 

assessing soil properties and measuring and estimating SOC, it is important to evaluate 

commercialised applicability of such sophisticated soil mapping techniques by various 

companies and environmental organisations. This subchapter selects and represents a few 

short examples of commercialised use of such techniques in combination with AI algorithms, 

whereas the results section will provide first-hand information from the companies that have 

been interviewed. 

 

More and more aggrotech start-ups emerge seeking novel solutions to improve current 

agricultural systems. Some start-ups make an emphasis on increasing soil carbon stocks in 

response to increasing interest in soil carbon storage and carbon offsets. For example, a crop 

science start-up FluroSat initially launched in 2016 and specialising in cloud-based crop 

management and automated analytics acquired a soil health start-up Dagan launched in 2018 

that provided satellite-based mapping of current and historical agricultural practices. In 

2021, FluroSat and Dagan merged and established a new company called Regrow to support 

the development of resilient agricultural practices to combat climate change and grow 

profitability. According to the information on the website (Regrow 2021), thanks to Dagan’s 

previous work on soil carbon, Regrow “will be able to have a better handle on the market 

for carbon emissions”. The company uses ML and using machine scientific modelling to 
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provide best of its kind soil health data. Such accurate data will improve the transparency 

needed for both farmers and companies to benefit from carbon markets.  

 

Another start-up Albo operating since 2019 offers great potential in making the process of 

carbon credit validation and verification more scalable and ubiquitous (Charny 2021). 

Dedicated to addressing the challenges of climate change, Albo system scans project areas 

by fusing satellite radar and hyperspectral imagery. The data is assessed using DL to map, 

measure and monitor carbon sequestration and predicts proxies of CO2 in a totally remote 

way (Albo 2019). 

 

The Soil Health Institute, a non-profit organisation founded in 2016 that serves as an 

umbrella for all individuals and organisations whose mission is to improve soil health 

through scientific research, has been awarded USD 3,25 million from the U.S. Department 

of Energy's Advanced Research Projects Agency-Energy (ARPA-E) to develop an integrated 

soil carbon measurement and monitoring DeepC system that provides standardised carbon 

sequestration monitoring needs for agricultural carbon markets. The system consists of 

proximal sensing tools, a spatial sampling algorithm, as well as machine learning that 

leverage the current infrastructure of national soil spectroscopy libraries to obtain rapid 

measurements of soil carbon stock and fluxes. (Successful Farming 2020.) 
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4 METHODOLOGY 

 

The methodology section describes a chosen research method that supports the literature 

background presented earlier. For this thesis, a qualitative research was decided as a research 

method. One of the most commonly used types of qualitative research is interviews. In 

particular, a semi-structured interview was chosen as a relevant qualitative research type for 

this study. 

 

Semi-structured interviews are a hybrid of a structured and unstructured types of interviews. 

According to Galletta (2013), semi-structured interviews as a method have a remarkable 

potential. The method also differs in its flexibility and versatility, while Rabionet (2011) 

considered it a powerful tool to capture the unique experiences of the participants. In semi-

structured interview, the questions are designed prior the interview, however, the questions 

can be adjusted upon the flow of the discussion. Sufficiently structured, semi-structured 

interviews narrow the research topic but leave space for fresh insights and opinions which 

may bring additional meaning to the discussion Galletta (2013, 24). Such flexibility allows 

to stay focused on the discussed matter yet gives interviewees an opportunity to evolve and 

elaborate their thoughts. Semi-structured interviews are characterised by both theoretically 

driven which and open-ended questions that reveal the experience of the participant while 

remaining within the framework of the research objective Galletta (2013, 45). In addition, 

open-ended questions help avoid oversimplistic replies such as ‘yes’ or ‘no’ and encourage 

participants to give a more detailed answer. 

 

4.1 Data collection 

 

Through personal experience, Rabionet (2011) perfectly summarises six steps that can help 

a quantitative researcher to successfully conduct a set of interviews. The six steps include:  

1. Opting for the most relevant type of interview: a research explores and selects the 

most relevant in their opinion type of the interview that will help to collect the data 

necessary for the research. 
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2. Setting up ethical guidelines: aspect like consent, honesty and confidentiality should 

be defined before approaching potential interviewees. 

 

3. Drafting the interview protocol: a researcher has to draw their own approach on how 

to conduct interviews and what questions to add on agenda, yet basic principles on 

conducting interviews can be learnt from external resources. 

 

4. Conducting and recording the interview: a researcher decides on type of recording 

(e.g., audio and video) and conducts the interview.  

 

5. Handling the interview data: the amount data received during just one interview can 

have an overwhelming effect. Deciding on a method for handling data in a most 

sufficient way is essential for further analysing.  

 

6. Reporting and analysing the findings: the final step implies the utilisation of the 

obtained data by reporting the findings in a sophisticated and most readable format. 

 

Before designing and conducing a relevant interview approach for this study, it was decided 

to conduct two expert interviews prior the interview. The interviews did not have a particular 

structure and included questions that were of the author’s interest and that would potentially 

give more insight on the industry. The first expert interview was conducted with a 

representative of the German-Finnish company specialising in AI for businesses. The second 

expert interview was conducted with the representatives of a Finland-based company that 

provides AI services for improving the agricultural sector. Based on the expert interviews, 

the direction for further research was determined and steps 1, 2, and 3 described above were 

followed. The experts were contacted in December 2020 and January 2021, and interviews 

were conducted in January-February 2021, respectively.  

 

Following the expert interview, 32 potential interview candidates have been chosen and later 

narrowed down to 15. The candidates were contacted via email with an invitation for a 

company’s representative to participate in an online interview that will be a part of a Master’s 

thesis topic. 8 out of 15 returned with a positive response and as a result, interviewed in the 

period of March 2021 to May 2021. A list of companies and organisations that participated 

in the interviews is presented in chronological order in the Table 3 below. 
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Table 3. Companies and organisations participated in the interviews. 

Company/organisation Based in Interviewee’s position 

Organisation A Finland Research Professor 

Company 1 Germany 
Head of Partner Management and 

Farming 

Organisation B UK Research Assistant 

Company 2 France Chairman / Group Founder 

Company 3 USA Director of Business Development 

Company 4 Finland Operations Lead 

Organisation C UK Project Manager 

Organisation D Finland Senior Research Scientist 

 

Information about each company/organisation participated in the interview was obtained in 

two ways: through interviews with a company/organisation’s representative and by 

collecting the data from open sources such as a company/organisation’s website and other 

online sources in public availability that provide additional information relevant to the 

research.  

 

The interview questions were formulated in a way they can help answer the research 

questions of this study. The questions order was decided in a way to begin with an opening 

question related to general activity of the company, soil carbon measurements and gradually 

led to questions about Artificial Intelligence. The list of the questions asked during the 

interview reflects the general interview idea and can be found in Appendix I. However, the 

questions were adjusted accordingly to each company to fit in the company’s unique 

objective during the interviews. Some of the participants have requested a list of questions 

and shortly answered them prior the interview. All interviews were conducted remotely 

using Zoom application. In order to remain the interview productive for both the interviewer 
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and the interviewee, the time allocated for one interview varied from 35 to 45 minutes 

maximum. All the interviews except for expert interviews have been recorded with 

permission for use and analysed in the context of this study only.  

 

Limitation of this research is that it was not aimed at receiving technical data of application 

of Artificial Intelligence. Rather, it focuses on examining the general awareness and status 

of adoption of AI systems in soil carbon measurement and monitoring. 

 

4.2 Data analysis 

 

The companies/organisations names and the interviewees’ personal names have been 

anonymised. All the interviews have been manually transcript for further analysis. The data 

received from the interviews as well as relevant information about interviewed companies 

and organisations obtained from open online sources was combined and discussed later in 

the result section. The manual type of data analysis was chosen as in accordance with the 

conclusions of Webb (1999), it is recommended that for a small-scale study, a beginner 

researcher would prefer a manual approach to computer software-based data analysis in 

order to gain insight into the intuitive sides of analysis, since they are the essential basis of 

any method of analysis, especially qualitative data analysis that is a creative endeavour. 

Additionally, direct quoting of some of the interviewees’ speech is added to the results part 

to avoid misinterpretation of the given information. The interviews have been analysed in a 

way so they can be divided by themes and are presented in a more structured way. 
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5 RESULTS  

 

As has been mentioned earlier, two companies have been approached prior to main 

interviews in order to receive expert opinion and receive advice for further research, The 

first company is an advisory company based in Finland and Germany that specialises in 

digital technology. Together with a company representative, the current state of AI 

development and its potential for general use have been discussed. The second company was 

a Finland-based company that develops ML solutions in agrotechnology. The company is 

developing a video intelligence system that counts everything that a human agronomist 

would count. The company’s representatives shared a thought that there are problems 

associated with agricultural practices and agreed that there is a lot of potential in exploring 

AI, ML, or any other data-based solutions potential address such problems once the problems 

are outlined. Particularly, it was mentioned that in order to train and use AI for prediction of 

soil carbon sequestration, an initial training data set is needed which requires finding a smart 

way to measure soil carbon. In addition, other various information can serve as data source 

in AI algorithms, such as above-ground plants data, satellite and climate data or weather data 

from historical sources.  

 

The results section is divided in two main parts: the analysis of the interviewed companies: 

Company 1, Company 2, Company 3 and Company 4, and the analysis of the interviewed 

organisations: Organisation A, Organisation B, Organisation C, Organisation D.  

 

5.1 Interviews with companies 

 

Company 1 

Company 1 is a Germany-based start-up operating since 2019. Although the start-up itself 

has been introduced not so long time ago, every team member has a long and profound 

experience and comes from various backgrounds of software development, satellite data 

processing and earth observation technology, as well as farming. According to the 

interviewee, around 3–4 years ago the team decided to create an additional product that 

would target individual farmers, not companies. The team surveyed farmers on their biggest 
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pain points in using agricultural software tools and found out that two most frequent answers 

were complexity and price per hectare, especially for smaller farmlands. Currently, the 

majority of the company's customers are farmland with an area of 100-300 hectares.  

 

To address the challenges of expensive and complicated precision farming, the company 

created an affordable mobile, satellite-based application for mapping the biomass 

distribution of the last 5 years that enables a more advanced understanding of soil condition. 

At the same time, the interviewee stated that the company is not overly optimistic about 

improving the quality or quantity of the yield, instead, it focuses on saving some of the 

resources such us use of fertilisers due to improved understanding and soil management. In 

fact, the company’s product was designed by two companies, the one is responsible for 

algorithms, whereas the other works with satellite imagery data. By such a collaborative 

B2B effort, the team strives to make the analysis of satellite imagery of agricultural fields 

available to every farmer. Normalised Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) information 

obtained from raw satellite data has been the foundation of the company’s activity. The 

company uses Sentinel satellite systems since it is free to use, however, the interviewee 

acknowledged that in some cases optical satellite systems can be tricky to use due to their 

susceptibility to weather conditions such as clouds. According to the interviewee, one factor 

that distinguish them from other start-ups is that they add and combine different bands to the 

NDVI data to optimise their algorithms.  

 

The interviewee agrees that all the questions under carbon sequestration have been a very 

popular discussion everywhere. Although their application is not itself directly designed for 

carbon soil estimations, it shows different soil zones/spots that are defined by a mixture of 

different things happening inside soils that indicate soil fertility. The experience shows in 

most cases, the management zones where crops are growing well for years, there is higher 

humus content which usually also indicates about medium clay content, good water storage 

capacity and sufficient amount of nutrients. Therefore, by using their system, it is possible 

to at least get an idea of what is happening inside the field regarding soil carbon content. The 

interviewee also recalled that when speaking to the clients, it is recommended that farmers 

use application zones for soil sampling in accordance with the application zones which 

would allow to learn more about their fields.  However, for the precise quantification of soil 
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carbon, more complex tools would be needed. In addition, even though the biggest benefit 

of using satellites is their ability to analyse huge regions in subsequence, ground truth data 

is still required to calibrate satellite imagery.  

 

Regarding the use of AI, the company currently uses it only for automatic field boundaries 

identification. The interview emphasised the application is only intended to be a convenient 

tool for farmers but does not provide a fully automated advice. This is because of the idea 

although that the company provides advanced data, it does not want to take away the 

decision-making factor from farmers. As a famer, the interviewee would not trust the system 

without understanding how the system comes to certain results. 

“At the end, whether you have a super big farm in Russia or if you have farmers in China, 

farmers are thinking the same way, they want to understand.” 

 

Company 2  

Company 2 is a France-based company specialising in electronic and optical precision 

agriculture with a great emphasis on AI. The company was founded in 2015, but according 

to the interviewee, the beginning was more than 10 years ago when the interviewee has been 

personally involved in farming context and discussions with farmers locating nearby. The 

interviewee acknowledges that because of mechanical invention 50–60 years ago and 

overapplication of chemicals put us close to the limit of this model. Therefore, there is a 

need to design new approaches and tool when working with constantly changing parameters. 

Talking about how the company started, the interviewee added: 

 

“<…> the next tool to invent is more or less based on IT and computer science <…>, so the 

idea was to help the farmers to take good decisions using modern tools, so AI is a good tool 

to work with something that is changing every time: a plant is not always the same shape, 

the same texture, so AI is a good tool to work with that.” 

 

The company decided to build such a system that enables selective and efficient application 

of chemicals only where it is needed instead of spreading them over the whole farmland. 

The system can be mounted on various platforms including those than a farmer already has 
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such as a tractor. This way, no additional expenses would be added as in case UAVs (e.g., 

drones) that also have a limited payload. The company specialises in real-time detection of 

weeds and recognition of crop and soil stress as well as diseases. The patented technology 

uses multiple sensors that have the same AI engine for a fast and accurate instant analysis. 

Each sensor captures soil and vegetation spectrum data and transmits it to the controlling 

block that combines all the information. The data is received in three image channels: in 

visible, infrared light and through hyperspectral acquisition which divides the spectrum in 

much narrower bands. The fusion of all data flows is done by the DL algorithm. Therefore, 

the system has two neural networks: one is responsible for detection and data acquisition, 

whereas the other one combines the data and decides on what nozzle of the equipment to 

open in order to spray the chemical.  

 

Although the company is not particularly specialised in SOC quantifying, the interviewee 

confirmed the importance of carbon soil activity estimations. The sensors measure soil 

reflectance and make estimations about carbon content to make a better decision where to 

open a nozzle, because the soil carbon content affect the efficiency of herbicides: some 

herbicides work well when there is plenty of carbon and in opposite do not perform well 

when there is less carbon. Therefore, estimating organic matter is important as it defines the 

quantity of product to be applied: less product is added if there is sufficient organic activity 

in the soil. AI systems are able to learn lots of relationship between of parameters that are 

not evident to a human. Such parameter as weather conditions and soil organic content are 

the missing links that are added to the AI models to make them more robust.  

 

Besides the real-time online treatment, the company has offline data stored in the cloud. The 

data includes soil activity, diseases information, nitrogen demand, as well as how much 

product and where have been applied. Such data is especially important for chemical 

companies as it can be used to generate the statistics. For example, such data helped to realise 

that there are more weeds on the border than in the centre of the field, so we can design 

chemicals that are more aggressive at the border and are less so in the central part. The data 

can provide a historical map and also future estimates as AI is continuously learning from 

the data input, so it is possible to make good predictions one year ahead, but estimations can 
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be prolonged to 2–3 years. In addition, both the real-time and historical data from the fields 

can be scaled to apply to a regional or the whole country area.  

 

The interviewee confirmed that there is ongoing research on carbon sequestration that is 

initiated by the governments, while chemical companies also show their interest int her topic. 

However, the interviewee stated that farmers have insufficient awareness of on benefits of 

carbon capture. Only a very small number of farmers understand the main argument of the 

importance of soil carbon for plan soil and health and its role in the whole cycle. The 

interviewee said that the next generation of farmers needs to understand such nuances and 

more and more farmers will be eager to experiment with technologies to adjust the field 

processes. 

 

The interviewee claimed that the system reduces the need to use chemicals by 20 times, 

which is especially significant in countries such as, for example, Brazil where the chemical 

application is considerably higher than when compared to the EU and France in particular. 

This reduction is important in the context of saving money and benefiting farmers in terms 

of improved crop health and better yields. Moreover, any reduction in the use of chemicals 

will only have a positive impact on the environment. The interviewee shared an interesting 

insight which the interviewee also found surprising: chemical companies are willing to 

collaborate with the company despite the fact that the company provides solutions which 

reduce the need of chemicals. The best company’s partnerships are exactly with chemicals 

companies who realise that every chemical has its own limit due to herbicide resistance 

which happens as the result of excessive application of the chemical product in the last 

decade. Therefore, any system that allows to add the product only when it is needed is a 

good approach and the company’s job is to show chemicals companies there is an alternative 

way to apply product that gives good results in regard of less resistance of weeds or diseases. 

In turn, the chemical companies’ job is to design new chemicals using this approach in mind. 

Since there is more and more environmental concern coming from politicians and the public 

sector demanding for improvements in the agricultural sector, the farmers’ mind is shifting 

so they are more interested in the company’s services compared to a few years ago when it 

was difficult to engage to early adapters. The stricter legislation on use of chemicals also 

plays its role. 
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Company 3  

The third interviewed company was a company founded in 2017 that is based in the USA. 

According to the website, the company offers the most accurate remote carbon measurement 

for farmland in the world. To overcome the limitations of satellite imagery and costly and 

laborious point sampling, the company offers a scaled and precise solution to see an accurate 

depiction of SOC in both topsoil and subsoil across agricultural land.  

 

The interviewee stated that traditional soil sampling in general can be accurate when you 

take a few samples. However, the data obtained with just few samples cannot provide an 

indicative picture of the entire SOC for the field. The interviewee confirmed that the 

company does take physical samples because the only way to know the properties of the soil 

is to train their models with those physical properties. When visiting to a new agricultural 

field, the company starts with a ground truth sampling campaign and bring the samples to a 

laboratory test for dry combustion, which would tell the soil organic carbon content in the 

deeper layers of soil. Meanwhile the hyperspectral camera mounted on an aircraft would 

collect the imagery data of the topsoil:  

 

“When we fly a new geography <…>, the first time we flew there we would have to take 

these samples, but if you called us next year and said, ‘Can you fly <…> again?’, <…> we 

would be able to fly without samples with a pretty good level of confidence. But of course 

the more data you have from the ground the better, so we are probably several years out 

from not taking any samples because if this is being used to generate carbon credits in 

carbon markets, we want to make sure that governments and companies are not paying for 

something that is not there, so we are proving the remote sensing technology but we are also 

taking rigorous sampling so that our technology can be as accurate as possible.” 

 

According to the interviewee, combination of the conventional methods and some more 

advanced technologies is a good approach because it allows to avoid inflating or 

misrepresenting how much carbon is the soil. The interview recalled a few companies in the 

UK, Belgium and Switzerland that are focusing on hyperspectral imagery data for 

agriculture, however, only one of them is researching soil carbon using satellites, and the 

interviewee mentioned they are in conversation with them about possible partnership.   
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The biggest advantage of hyperscale imagery and especially the unique optics developed by 

the founding team is that it gives much higher resolution compared to satellites. As a result, 

the dataset contains of up to 300 times more information per pixel than satellite imagery. For 

the analysis of such enormous amount of data, the powerful capability of AI to assess large 

datasets is applied. The system considers different atmospheric variables such weather which 

includes precipitation, temperature, general humidity, moisture in the air, cloud cover, along 

other general biogeochemical properties. With the ability of AI to self-learning and 

improving from new data inputs, the company’s idea is that eventually it will be possible to 

extrapolate the insights to new geographies without flying over the new land. The company 

sees future as bringing a remote sensing carbon quantification product that can work in 

tandem with other carbon quantification methods: physical soil sampling and 

biogeochemical models to issue carbon credits for food producers around the world. By 

doing so, they will support global soil health efforts, reduce greenhouse gas emissions, and 

improve food production. 

 

“Nobody is using hyperspectral from satellites, <…> so because we cannot use 

hyperspectral from satellites yet, we are doing the next best thing which is from aeroplanes. 

Anyone who is just using satellites that with multispectral is not the same because with 

multispectral you get layers, but you do not get the continuous story, <…> but with 

hyperspectral you get the continuous layering…” 

 

Initially, the co-founders started with the drone but transitioned to the aircraft because of the 

scale that aircraft provides. The company outsources aircrafts and mount their apparatus 

inside of it. The company flies annually or bi-annually. However, since soil carbon does not 

change drastically from year-to-year with the same management practices, most of the 

change is expected to be observed ever 2–5 yeas.  

 

Microsoft was interested in Company 3, so the company ended up using their cloud system 

Microsoft Azure. According to the interviewee, Microsoft was investing in some carbon 

sequestration projects for their new sustainability efforts. In the personal interviewee’s 

perspective, Microsoft needs to know that what they announce regarding carbon 

sequestration so that the data is validated and come from a trusted source. So far, Microsoft 
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is not investing much more effort in carbon farming specifically because currently carbon 

farming is controversial and tricky, since all the benefits brought by carbon farming can be 

very quickly reversed by a farmer. The interviewee admits that in the US, agriculture has 

been a powerhouse for decades, and despite the fact that farmers are starting to see that the 

value of soil carbon practices, there are still many levers that incline farmers to keep doing 

what they are doing. An additional obstacle to more sustainable farming practices is that any 

climate-related topic becomes politicised instead of seeking a scientific perspective on the 

problem. 

 

Company 4  

Company 4 is a Finland-based company officially founded in 2017. According to the 

website, the company has set an ambitious goal to remove a gigaton of CO2e by 2030 through 

biocarbons produced from waste for carbon sequestration and environmental benefits. The 

interviewee shared that biochar industry is still in its early, lab stage and so that there are not 

many operations with big factories who are operating at scale.  

Biochar material has two levels of carbon sequestration. Firstly, when the biochar material 

is made of biomass (e.g., straw), it already locks up the carbon present in biomass into a 

much more stable form that will not degrade for thousands of years. The second level is 

when biochar is added to the soil where it can bind in even more of the ambient carbon. The 

interviewee explained that there are different ways to apply biochar: it can be applied atop 

of the soil, or it can be added to the deeper layers of soil which would be more reasonable.  

 

The interviewee acknowledges there are all kinds of ways of quantifying how soils store 

carbon, however, it is not as precise and as easy to pinpoint the exact percentage increase 

due to biochar, which leaves a lot of room for interpretation and since soils are living 

organism dynamic environment there is lots of context that plays a role. The interviewee 

clarified that as a company, they do not do carbon soil measurements by themselves. They 

have done, however, nutrient leaching testing, which is not exactly related to carbon, but 

gives an insight on how their biochar holds onto nutrients, whether it makes nutrients more 

available for plants and whether it prevents these nutrients from leaching. The interviewee 

is not deeply aware on how exactly soil carbon is measured but acknowledged the fact that 
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there is work to be done to make these measurements portable and simple enough that they 

can be done at scale. The interviewee is also aware of some companies that are working on 

soil diagnostics tools for which soil carbon is one of the things that that they are looking into 

and trying to implement remote sensing tools. 

 

When talking about efficiency of different carbons sequestration techniques and their ability 

to participate in a carbon credit trading scheme, the interviewee assured that their company 

is accredited by an independent verification body, which inspects the company’s production 

sites and further testifies that based on the life-cycle emissions of the system and based on 

the contribution of the company to carbon sequestration through biochar production, the 

company remains carbon-negative. According to the interviewee, this independent 

verification of carbon-negativity is something that is lacking in a lot of other biochar 

producers, which means their true global warming mitigation potential is unclear. 

Commenting on carbon credits, the interviewee highlighted it would be much more valuable 

if in addition to just carbon sequestration, we could also generate some other benefits for the 

ecosystem:  

 

“I think carbon credits are incredibly positive phenomenon, especially if you are thinking of 

what are the other ways we can remove carbon from the atmosphere, most of these methods 

do not have any environmental or ecosystem benefits. It just means we are mechanically 

removing tiny amounts of carbon dioxide from the atmosphere (which is extremely energy-

intensive) and then we are mineralising it into our rock, there is no value being created in 

that apart from carbon locking. So if you are able to create a system whether it is soil carbon,  

introducing regenerative agriculture methods, or some other ways of storing carbon in a 

soil or whether its making biochar <…>, I think it is really healthy and very welcoming that 

we will be able to generate carbon credits from that.” 

 

5.2 Interviews with organisations 

 

Organisation A 

The first interviewed organisation was Organisation A from Finland that promotes carbon 

farming practices which are encouraged and promoted as part of regenerative agriculture. 
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According to the information on the website, the organisation researches the ways of 

improving soil carbon sequestration and verifying the results scientifically. The interviewee 

has been involved in soil carbon quantification, both modelling and measurements, since 

1990s. Together with the colleagues, the interviewee has implemented a process-based 

modelling approach that helps understand how the system works and to describe the most 

essential features of the system behaviour. According to the interviewee, one of the aspects 

that needs to be noted when there is interest in quantifying soil carbon sequestration potential 

is that just knowing how much carbon has entered the soil is not enough. For a more realistic 

forecasting, it is also needed to know how much of that carbon is additional, i.e., how much 

of it is the result of improved agricultural activity, as well as for how long that carbon would 

stay in the soil. This means that in order to quantify the additional soil carbon, we need to 

simulate two scenarios to determine the difference: a) a scenario in which framing 

continuities in the usual manner b) a scenario in which carbon farming practices are 

introduced to the system. The interviewee explained that depending on a soil sampling 

method, the measurement process can be very laborious. As an example, the interviewee 

described a situation when the task is to quantify the change in the amount of carbon in soil 

over an agricultural field or a forest. If the only available method is to visit a site once and 

take soil samples for further laboratory analysis, then wait for 2, 3, or 5 years and come back 

to the site and repeat the measurements, then it can be labour-intensive and expensive, as it 

is difficult to distinguish the proportionally small changes over time from the large spatial 

variability.  

 

The interviewee shared that AI has always been there appearing more and more frequently 

during the last 5 years. At the same time, the interviewee acknowledged own previously 

limited understanding or, rather, a biased in some respects perception of ML due to the 

feeling that mathematical methodologies are already an effective and suitable approach. 

Nevertheless, the interviewee has recently gained more knowledge through communication 

with some groups who use AI which helped see the added value of ML. Now the interviewee 

perceives AI as a complementing approach to the existing modelling approach so that they 

can be combined, not excluded by each another. In addition, there are interesting possibilities 

to interpret imaging datasets with the help of ML for quantifying various characteristics of 

plants, such as yield, biomass, the number of seeds, leaf shape and stem length. Without 
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these figures provided by ML, it would be otherwise difficult to efficiently retrieve the most 

relevant information from a large amount of data. Similar approaches are related to using 

satellite measurements: the interviewee answered that 3–4 start-ups who use satellite 

imagery technologies and attempt to implement spectroscopic detection for carbon content 

in soils have approached and offered their solutions.  

“That is why <…> current thinking how today’s and future carbon sequestration verification 

methodologies will be like is that it will combine different measurements, so that we not only 

rely on one type of measurements but combining various measurements and applying more 

efficient methods to analyse that data and link that to the modelling...” 

The interviewee emphasised that for testing the viability of the models, the models are 

applied to real cases where it is essential to know the history of the site, since occurring 

processes in the soil during the coming years do not always depend on only the measures 

taken during those years but also on the legacy of past events that can span decades. Climate 

and weather data is also very important. As the climate is changing rapidly, it is necessary 

to take these changes into account and incorporate them to the estimates over the period of 

a carbon sequestration project. The interviewee also expressed interest in knowing how ML 

approaches would be affected over time when more and more data accumulates, and what 

could be a possible reason for the increased or decreased efficiency of ML during its learning 

process development. 

 

Organisation B 

Organisation B is a UK registered charity founded in 2011 to address the worsening 

challenges associated with modern food and farming systems. According to the website, the 

charity works on the accelerating the transition towards more sustainable food system and 

farming practices that benefit the health of both humans and planet.  

 

Although the charity also has a lot of direct links to the to the farming community through 

some of the organisation members, the interviewee clarified that the organisation is not 

primarily concerned with reaching out to farmers directly offering practical advice, but 

instead aiming to catalyse a wider societal shift towards more sustainable food and farming 

systems and engage with the farming community through speaking to the National Farmers 
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Union and directly to farmers when running campaigns. As the charity acknowledges the 

importance of healthy soils for sustainable food production, the organisation raises 

awareness about this topic to wider public audience. Another piece of work in which the 

organisation is actively involved is helping to promote the idea of sustainability metrics and 

trying to come up with a harmonised set of sustainability metrics to be used on farms, 

including such important aspects as soil health and soil carbon. The interviewee confirmed 

that there is a growing interest in carbon sequestration in the UK: 

 

“There is definitely massively growing awareness about soil carbon, <…> but there is still, 

I think, quite a lot of scientific uncertainty about how much potential there is for soil carbon 

sequestration depending on what sort of farming system you are looking at.” 

 

The interviewee believes that there is widespread agreement that when there is an arable soil 

that have been continuously cultivated for producing wheat year after year, there exists a lot 

of potential to increase soil carbon levels on those types of soils by applying measure such 

as like planting cover crops, crop rotation and introducing grass and legumes for improved 

fertility. When it comes to carbon sequestration potential in grasslands, the interviewee 

shared concerns it is a mode debated topic due to current lack of evidence around it, although 

people start to look more into that and there is at least a theoretical case to be made for it to 

become a significant potential to increase soil carbon levels in the grasslands in the UK.  

 

The interviewee also confirmed the growing interest in carbon sequestration from farmers, 

society, and companies in the UK. Since the UK has left the EU, there are ongoing discussion 

on how to support agricultural policies. Although the policies are different in different 

countries of the UK, but in England, an emphasis will be put on public goods and tackling 

climate change as one of these public goods which means it is likely that increasing soil 

carbon levels will be part of it as well. The interviewee also shared knowledge about 

commercial side of carbon sequestration. As an example, the interviewee cited a story of 

Microsoft who purchased carbon credits from a big cattle farm in Australia that sequestrates 

atmospheric carbon into their soils through green management of land. The interviewee told 

that there a farmer who is doing the same in the UK by converting his arable land that used 

to produce crops into to grazing grassland in order to increase soil carbon and sell carbon 
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credits. The interviewee mentioned that there is even a larger commercial interest for carbon 

sequestration in the form of investing in afforestation projects and buying woodland to offset 

carbon, for which the charity would have concerns about that kind of approach. 

 

According to the interviewee, the issue with carbon calculators and approach to measuring 

soil carbon being an important aspect of it. Currently, it is still unclear what is the best way 

to measure soil carbon in an easy, affordable, and reliable manner to be able to do it at scale. 

Based on the personal experience on farm carbon calculations, the interviewee pointed out 

flimsy methodology as one of the weaknesses associated with measuring soil carbon. This 

is due that the model considers only past management of soil, which is surely an important 

factor, however, it is not sufficient and there is room for a big improvement. The interviewee 

highlights the significance of reliable soil measurement techniques when it comes to 

receiving subsidies from the government. In regards of the novel techniques for measuring 

soil carbon and possible AI assistance, the interviewee was not confident in proving 

examples but recalled satellite and drone technologies, the last of which has been actively 

used over large arable lands in the UK. Concerning the soil carbon measurements, the 

interviewee shared that currently in the UK, the focus is more on hands-on carbon soil 

measurements opposed to the development of sophisticated solutions mentioned above. The 

interviewee also stated that there are more changes to come, and although those types of 

technologies will have an important role to play, they should not act as panacea for all of the 

agricultural problems as the system change is still the key. 

 

Organisation C  

Organisation C is a UK-based non-profit organisation created by farmers for farmers. 

According to the interviewee, the organisation emerged as a response to The Climate Change 

Act developed by the UK government that put mandatory reductions in greenhouse gas 

emissions for the different sectors of the economy. Although the agriculture at the time was 

given voluntary emissions reductions targets, there was a lot of negative associations with 

agriculture. Being around since 2008, the organisation was set up to really try and provide 

practical help and advice and tools for farmers that were interested in greenhouse gas 

emissions reduction and soil health as well as carbon sequestration. The organisation strives 
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to encourage individual farmers to take action on their farmlands to control and mitigate 

their GHG emissions. The main resources of the organisations, such as carbon toolkit and 

carbon calculator are available for farmers for free. The interviewee described the 

organisation as a space to connect with other farmers as the organisation believes that 

farmers talking to farmers who are dealing with the same sorts of issues is the best way to 

achieve change.  

 

The interviewee shared that although the organisation has been involved in farm carbon 

space including carbon sequestration for the past 10-11 years, there has been a massive 

growth of over the last 18 months, so the organisation has been expanding out accordingly 

as there are more projects and people are interested in. This understanding of carbon 

sequestration and voluntary offsetting of carbon has driven farmer interest but also attracted 

various companies and businesses.  

 

The interview described the sampling approach used by the organisation. The organisation 

conducts measurements on an annual basis to track carbon fluctuations, however, the farmers 

are recommended to do their carbon measurements every 3–5 years to observe some possible 

visible change. Between the measurements, however, farmers will report that they are 

starting to see a change in their soil health which implies all sort of indicators that are less 

easy to quantify: the soil generally feels better, it holds more water and does not dry out as 

quickly. Based on the interviewee’s personal observations while travelling to other countries, 

it was understandable that farmers consider any carbon payment as icing on the cake, 

whereas improved soil functioning and more resilient, stable yields is the primary benefit of 

the increased soil carbon.  

 

The process of measuring soil carbon begins with each field tested on the SOM and SOC 

content, as well as bulk density at three depths: first 10 cm, then 10–30 cm and down to 50 

cm. If the field is less 15 ha, samples from 15 different points are taken. If the field is larger 

than 15 ha or if there is a big variation in soil carbon across the field, the area is subdivided 

into zones and 1 sample per ha is taken. The sampling locations are GPS locked so the 

samples are taken from the same spots when revisiting the field next time. In some cases 

when the samples collected from those 15 points have high or low levels of variation, the 
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field is visited once again to take samples from 100 points per field to better understand the 

distributed of carbon across the area. Later, the samples are forwarded to an external 

laboratory for further examination. The interviewee acknowledges that sampling process can 

be time-consuming. The laboratory results usually arrive in 4–6 weeks but the timing can be 

reduced depending on the choice of the laboratory.  

 

The interviewee mentioned that the organisation has a range of fields for testing various new 

innovative measurement techniques, e.g., C:N ratio, elemental total carbon, particulate 

organic carbon. The organisation has been always involved in some project that used satellite 

and different sorts of soil scanning data (electrical conductivity, gamma-ray, magnetic 

resonance). The methods were able to accurately pick up the processing occurring in the soil 

by only in top 10 centimetres. All the techniques still required taking a physical sample for 

calibration. Although the interviewee did not have particular knowledge on AI application 

in SOC measurements, the interviewee explained that the farming systems are not 

homogeneous and that there are many different variations and varieties involved and being 

able to model all of these is a challenge, so it is something where harnessing the power of 

AI would be extremely useful. There are also many additional aspects to measure or model 

such as the impact of climate or soil moisture. Bits and pieces of such data need to be 

collected and added up to understanding of the processing happening in the field. 

 

The interviewee concluded that the whole discussion around sequestration is very important, 

but in the interviewee’s opinion, the most discussion is concentrated on what is going on in 

the top level of soil which can be slightly disheartening for such approaches. There needs to 

be more understanding on how to translate some of the more active cycling carbon at the top 

of the soil down into deeper, stable carbon. The interviewee also suggested that there is still 

a significant challenge in terms of reducing emissions from the rest of farming and also from 

the rest of society, so that we should not pin all our hopes on soil carbon to solve all of those 

issues. 

 

“<…> we need to make sure that we are understanding what is going on at depth, and I 

think that hopefully this increasing awareness in the climate emergency will help stimulate 
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more research and more understanding in terms of the ability of our soils to hold that carbon 

at different depths and the impact of management practices.” 

 

Organisation D  

Organisation D is a Finnish government research and service body in charge of collection 

and reporting weather data and forecasts as well as provision of other climate services in the 

interest of public sector and businesses. 

 

The interviewee recalled that 20 years ago, there was not such an active discussion regarding 

soil carbon sequestration in the context of climate change: 

 

“<…> 20 years ago, me mainly talked about carbon balancing and how they are in nature, 

the natural ecosystems, what are their carbon balances, how they are developing in the 

future. But now since the last years it has been really active, enhancing the ways to sequester 

carbon, and I would say it is like 5 years only, not too long ago. There has been articles and 

discussion about 10 years ago or more, but this topic has been broadened now and become 

known to many people and there is more and more discussion about it.” 

 

The interviewee confirmed that the traditional approach to soil sampling is very time and 

personnel consuming, and so that the interviewee is not aware of any other techniques that 

would be able to affordably measure soil carbon directly. The interviewee suggested that 

there is a way to indirectly obtain some idea of the carbon content in soil through measured 

activity of vegetation and vegetation parameters, however, some modelling or additional 

tools would be needed. According to the interviewee, in order to see some true effect of 

carbon presence in soil, some persistency is needed as a 5-year framework is still a short 

period of time, so 10 years or tens of years of time series would be the best, which is 

unachievable in the scope of a single projects that last only around five years. The 

interviewee also suggested that CO2 flux measurements are crucially important and can serve 

as an indicator of the amount of carbon in the soil, but such flux measurements need to be 

combined with some modelling tools.  
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The interviewee has heard about some of the new systems that would utilise satellite 

observations or detect the colour of the soil. In the interviewee’s opinion, utilising those 

techniques would make the process much more cost-efficient, however, the interviewee 

thinks that they are still under development and are not enough validated to constitute a 

ready-made system yet. The interviewee did not recall any application of AI in connection 

with SOC measurements. Nevertheless, the interviewee is familiar with some application of 

AI used for modelling, which the interviewee has been personally done with the colleagues 

for modelling methane fluxes. The interviewee emphasised the usefulness of AI when there 

are some sporadic measurements so there is a need for spatial interpolation of the 

measurements to create a map where every pixel has been filled with data. The interviewee 

also stated there are many publications about utilising AI, in particular, Random Forest 

method for spatial upscaling. 

 

The interviewee confirmed that for any satellite data, there is anyway a need for ground 

truthing. In addition, the interviewee explained that there are the fast and the slow pool of 

carbon in soil. As carbon slowly mitigates to the deeper layers where it stays for a very long 

time, we want to help carbon to be stored in the deep layers of the soil. Since soil is not static 

but a very dynamic system, soil characteristics such as soil temperature and moisture and 

other environmental factors like climate, whether, historical landscape, the history of 

previously planted crops and changes in land management are very important in addition to 

sampling.  

 

The interviewee concluded that the effect of carbon sequestration is a matter of land 

management. Soil carbon sequestration measures would be effective and important in 

tackling the climate change when they are thought about as system as a whole. However, if 

thinking about agriculture only assuming isolated fields, it would not have so strong effect. 

Therefore, the interviewee prefers to think about carbon sequestration effect as a holistic 

system. 
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6 DISCUSSION 

 

It is generally accepted that excessive greenhouse gases concertation in the atmosphere leads 

to rapid increase of global temperature. Agriculture, forestry, and land use changes are 

responsible for almost one fourth of the anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions. In 

addition, modern agriculture is considered degenerative as besides contributing to the 

world’s CO2 burden, it is associated with exploitation of freshwater resources, soil erosion 

and salination, as well as nutrient leching and eutrophication. Nowadays, most global soil 

resources are in fair, poor or very poor condition with 33% of land moderately to highly 

degraded as a consequence of modern agricultural practices (FAO and ITPS, 2015). 

Cultivated lands around the world have lost 50–70% of their original carbon stock due to 

intensive tillage, monocropping and excessive chemical application, cultivated (Schwartz 

2014). Such a rapid alteration and further loss or fertile earth would have a severely adverse 

effect on global food security and reduce the chances to prosper for future generations.  

 

Therefore, current approaches to global food production needs to be revised and gradually 

shifted towards more resilient farming. Soil use and management strategies should put more 

emphasis on maintaining and restoring soil carbon stocks since in soil, carbon offers a 

number of benefits such as improved water retention, increased soil biodiversity, nutrient 

supply to plans. Soil carbon is an important factor for a balanced nutrient cycle and overall 

soil and plant health. Adequate amount of carbon present in the soil increases soil fertility, 

which ultimately has a positive impact on food productivity. More sustainable and 

regenerative approaches to managing agricultural land have received a tremendous attention 

from various organisations, governments, private companies, and public sector. More and 

more start-ups are emerging within the agrotechnological space in a response to alleviate 

some of the most challenging issues associated with modern food production systems. 

 

In addition, more and more governments, and larger companies such as Microsoft are getting 

engaged in greenhouse gas emissions trading scheme striving to offset some of the CO2 

emissions produced by the company. Such trading scheme that allows companies to purchase 

carbon credits in exchange for a permit to pollute. One credit is equal to one tonne of CO2 

or the equivalent amount of other GHGs. However, three main challenges can be identified 
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that are associated with carbon trading schemes. Firstly, it may incite companies to hide 

behind the compensation instead of looking for solution to improve their production and 

overall company’s performance. Secondly, carbon offsetting can shift attention from other 

environmental and sustainability issues associated with the company. The third challenge of 

carbon offsetting is associated with emission compensation through various carbon 

sequestration pathways, including carbon biosequestration in agricultural soils. In addition 

to the benefits of soil carbon for general soil health and improves yields, some environmental 

institution, governments, and individual researchers see the potential to capture excess 

atmospheric carbon through soils as one of the key mitigators of global warming. This can 

be achieved, for example, through providing additional ecosystem services such as carbon 

sequestration with agricultural soils, namely known as carbon farming.  

 

The literature review, however, showed conflicting opinions on the concept of carbon 

farming and its potential to bring a significant change in the combat against global warming. 

The most optimistic estimations suggest that a change of total soil organic carbon by just 

10% would be equivalent to all the anthropogenic CO2 emitted for over 30 years 

(Kirschbaum 2000). Additionally, the ‘4 per 1000’ Initiative set a target to increase the 

amount of carbon by 0,4% in the first 30–40 cm of soil on an annual basis claiming it would 

be enough to offset all the fossil fuel emissions (Rumpel et al., 2020). On the contrary, some 

scholars suggest such statements are not realistic (Poulton et al.,2 018). The main criticism 

comes from the fact that: a) the statement can be used as an excuse to dismiss the need to 

drastically reduce atmospheric emissions; b) soils have finite amount of carbon they can 

store, and SOC does not increase or decrease at a linear rate; c) once regenerative agricultural 

practices are stopped, the positive effect achieved on increasing soil will be reverted, and all 

the captured carbon will be released back to the atmosphere. Since the time that is needed 

for carbon to transfer from topsoil and reach its more stable form in the deeper layers of soil 

takes years or even decades, such practices need to be maintained forever in order to enable 

genuine carbon sequestration. Otherwise, soil would only serve as a temporary storage for 

atmospheric carbon.   

 

Furthermore, soil carbon sequestration is accompanied by the need for reliable soil carbon 

estimation techniques that would be able to provide honest and accurate data on the amount 
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of sequestrated carbon in agricultural land in order for such data to be used in carbon markets 

and for the general transparency of the trading schemes. Currently, there are not generally 

accepted methodology for obtaining accurate and reliable enough data for soil carbon 

quantification. Traditional soil carbon monitoring methods and laboratory procedures for 

determining soil organic carbon are expensive, laborious, and time-consuming. Physical spot 

sampling is not scalable and therefore is limited in providing the temporal and spatial 

information on carbon storage and change within highly heterogeneous agricultural soils. 

(Angelopoulou et al. 2019; Nawar et al., 2020; Wulf et al. 2015). Consequently, further 

development of current methodologies and designing of more efficient, more scalable, and 

more reliable techniques is of great interest.  

 

The literature review has identified that current most promising techniques for monitoring 

agricultural soils are remote and proximal sensing based on spectroscopic observations. The 

most used spectral data can be divided into multispectral and hyperspectral imagery. While 

multispectral data can be obtained from satellites, hyperspectral data is usually received from 

unmanned aerial vehicles such as airplanes and drones or on-ground vehicles such us tractors 

and rovers. The benefits of satellite multispectral imagery include coverage of large 

territories and accessibility to the satellite data. In comparison, hyperspectral imagery 

requires more advanced equipment and provides much higher spatial resolution and 

therefore much more comprehensive analysis of soil systems. The main constrain of such 

techniques for SOC measurement is that they are often limited in providing data on carbon 

stock deeper than topsoil, whereas it is critical to also know the amount of carbon stored in 

slower carbon pools of subsoil. Therefore, both literature and interviews suggested that 

ground truth sampling in situ would be still needed to receive data from deeper soil layers, 

thereby supporting more advanced techniques and primarily used for calibration of the 

chosen technique and data modelling. Additionally, with the increased computing power and 

constantly growing amount of data obtained from when applying such spectroscopic tools, 

there is a great need to evaluate such data in the most robust way to select the most 

operational information from various data inputs in order to adequately quantify organic 

carbon storage in soil. This has substantially led to the implementation of some automatic 

processes for the extraction of the most relevant information from raw bulk (Saiz-Rubio & 

Rovira-Más 2020). Literature review has provided an outlook on how the above-mentioned 
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challenges and needs can be overcome and fulfilled with the help of Artificial Intelligence. 

The analysis of available literature and obtaining first-hand information from the interviewed 

companies that already utilise Machine Learning algorithms, it became evident that AI 

allows to make quick real-time decisions as well as to efficiently analyse the post-

measurement data. There was a common pattern among the interviewed companies: they all 

have started up a company within the last 5 years. However, the founding team has had a 

profound knowledge and experience in adjacent specialties for many years or even decades 

prior to the launch. Despite the long-term experience in soil carbon studies and 

measurements, the interviewed organisations showed limited knowledge on modern 

techniques for SOC measurement. Nevertheless, it is somewhat easy to assume that the 

awareness on such approaches will be rapidly growing already in the near future thanks to 

an increasing number of soil carbon projects and project collaborations.  

 

In conclusion, carbon sequestration in agricultural soils should not be perceived as panacea 

to all the climate issues caused by human activities. However, it is often smaller changes 

that ultimately contribute the bigger picture of achieving the Sustainable Development 

Goals. In addition, it always makes sense to restore the already damage caused by exhausting 

agricultural approach practiced over several decades. Hence, all the methods should be 

simultaneously applied to tackle the global problems, on both on local and global level. The 

evidence shows that even a small increase in SOC can have a largely positive impact on a 

range of soil characteristic. There is a consensus that rebuilding world’s SOC reserves will 

be in any way beneficial, and that high-precision digital SOC stocks mapping is essential for 

understanding the effect of different land management practices. A combination of direct 

measurements, spatial remote and proximal sensing techniques, in the combination with 

efficient data processing and modelling utilising the most advanced AI algorithms could 

become the new gold standard for accurate, reliable, and cost-effective estimation of soil 

organic carbon. The results reported in this thesis are consistent with the results discussed in 

the literature. Additionally, this thesis benefits to the general research by providing first-

hand information on awareness and practical application of novel soil carbon monitoring and 

data analysis techniques by environmental organisations and private companies. The study 

could be a premise for further in-depth technical assessment of AI capabilities in the context 

of regenerative agriculture under sustainability development domains. 
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7 CONCLUSIONS 

 

This thesis aimed to identify the major challenges of measuring and estimating organic 

carbon in agricultural soils associated with traditional approaches and learn about innovative 

techniques for its quantification applied in practice by private companies in response to the 

growing interest in understanding the mechanisms that occur in agricultural soils. It was also 

essential to determine in which ways Artificial Intelligence can facilitate the process of their 

application and to what extent such techniques are recognised by environmental 

organisations engaged in the promotion of regenerative agricultural practices and carbon 

farming. The conclusions of this thesis are drawn upon literature review and the results of 

the qualitative research. The information obtained during semi-structured interviews with 

both companies and environmental organisations have supported and confirmed the ideas 

described in the literature review.  

 

Some interviewees, especially from the environmental organisations, have mentioned that 

there is a need for a holistic approach to tackle global climate issues, whereas soil carbon 

sequestration is just part of it. Despite the polarising views in literature on the potential for 

carbon sequestration in agricultural soil and the impact of carbon farming on global warming 

mitigation, some consensus has been achieved regarding the significant of understanding the 

role of SOC for general soil and crop health. Hence, there is a positive attitude towards 

regenerative practices that maintain and increasing the amount of carbon is soil. However, 

it is not possible to maintain something that cannot be reliably assessed and quantified. 

According to the interviews, companies have been actively developing and implementing 

novel techniques for advanced spatial monitoring of both soil and plant health within the 

domain of regenerative farming and precision agriculture with the purpose to achieve better 

yields and improved environmental performance. In accordance with the interviews, such 

approached are mainly based on proximal and remote sensing that utilise multispectral 

imagery received from satellites and hyperspectral imaging data collected by optical sensors 

mounted on either UAVs such as aircrafts or on-ground vehicles like tractors.  

 

In addition, quantification of organic carbon content may not provide a sufficient 

understanding of the processes occurring in agricultural soils, since soil is a much more 
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complex, heterogeneous, and highly dynamic system. For this reason, other important 

ambient environmental factors need to be considered and included in the modelling, which 

only adds up to the already large sets of data obtained from agricultural land. With ever-

growing amount of data, the companies have demonstrated advanced use of Machine 

Learning algorithms for both real-time decisions-making and post-measurement spectral 

data analysis. On the contrary, the organisations awareness of these novel approached is in 

its early stages. Nevertheless, it is somewhat easy to assume that knowledge on such 

approaches will be rapidly growing already in the near future thanks to the increasing number 

of soil carbon-related projects and project collaborations. For example, already almost every 

organisation’s representative mentioned satellite technologies. Despite the limited 

knowledge on Artificial Intelligence solutions for enhancing soil carbon measurements, 

there is a general impression that AI algorithms can be found particularly helpful when a 

number of variables relevant to the management of agricultural fields need to be collected 

and assessed. Both companies and organisations  acknowledged that ground truth sampling 

will still be needed for calibration of the models and for the analysis of deeper layers of soil, 

whereas the companies have proved that it is at least possible to reduce the need of physical 

sampling by incorporating ML algorithms that have the ability for recursive self-

improvement when receiving new data. To conclude, recent advances in AI could facilitate 

overall efficiency and accuracy of soil organic carbon measurements, which will play a 

determining role in providing reliable data to be used as a certificate of guarantee in the 

growing carbon emission trading initiatives.  
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 Appendix I, 1 

General interview themes and questions 

For the companies 

Company’s background and development: 

1. What were the reasons/motives for you to start up a company in this field? 
 

2. What is your opinion/knowledge on the increasing interest in soil carbon 

sequestration? 
 

3. Can you describe the working principle of your solution?  
 

4. Does your company have experience in conducting soil carbon measurements?  
 

If the company has experience: 

What are the main challenges associated with soil carbon estimations? 
 

If the company is not directly involved in conducting soil carbon measurements: 

Can your technology potentially be applied to measuring soil carbon content? 
 

Regardless the answer: 

What is the most important and relevant data to be considered when creating for soil 

carbon measurement and modelling? 
 

 

5. Is Artificial Intelligence applied in your company? 
 

If Artificial Intelligence solutions have been applied by the company: 

What is the role of Artificial Intelligence in your work? What are the benefits of using 

Artificial Intelligence in your work? 
 

If Artificial Intelligence solutions have not been applied by the company: 

Have you heard of any applications of Artificial Intelligence in soil carbon 

measurements? 

  



Appendix I, 2 

 

For the organisations 

Organisation’s background and development: 

1. What were the reasons/motives for your organisation to be involved in this field? 
 

2. What is your opinion/knowledge on the increasing interest in soil carbon 

sequestration? 
 

3. Do you know any methods/techniques for soil carbon estimation?  
 

If the respondent has knowledge about some methods/techniques: 

What do you have to say about them? Are there any challenges associated with those 

methods?  

Do you know any novel methods for soil carbon measurements? 
 

Regardless the answer: 

What would be the most important and relevant data to be considered when creating 

for soil carbon measurement and modelling? 
 

4. Are you aware of the use of AI in the soil carbon measurements and data analysis?  
 

If the respondent shows some awareness:  

Can you describe some of its applications? 
 

If the respondent does not have sufficient knowledge: 

Can you think of any potential situations why Artificial Intelligence in your opinion 

would be beneficial in regard of soil carbon measurements? 

 


